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United Press International
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CHINA
TIBET REVOLT SPREADS TO RED
•• •

people that were come to the
xl that Jesus was corning to

Probe Death Of
Sixteen Year
Old Housewife

Publisher Given
Right To Inspect
Hickman Records

Nationalist Chinese Urge Thar
Anti-Communist World Give Ali

_
HICKMAN (1111 — Tne publisher
BURBANK. Calif. 171) — De- of The thckmar Courier was
world has to give Tibet tim
, By ALBERT E. KAFF
tectives today probed the myste- given the :ight ta Inspect Fulton
Two Murray men will play is the first contribution to the
spiritual, material and techir,_
United Press international
rious death of an attractive 16- Quarterly Court records in a writ
atipminent roles in the Kentucky Chapter, which just has been
The anti-Com- help so it will not become a
TAIPEI rill/
yearned Beverly Hills housewife, issued Saturday.
convention organized. The pdesentation will
Head Camp (state
spread other Hungary."
An intor-club meeting will be whose husband and wealthy parFulton Circuit Judge Elvis J. munist revolt in Tibet has
of Woocimen of the World Life be made by Mr. Hurt Tuesday
He said 2.900 refugees have ,
neld toffee-row night at the Mur- ents refused to talk about the Stahr issued a writ of mandamus to Communist China. a Nationalnsurarsce Society. March 22-24, Morning.
member said rived in India from Tibet si:
ray Woman's Club House.
. baffling case.
Another -first" for this consought by Rb Gardner who has ist Chinese cabinet
n the ShertonsSeelbach Ho'el.
Dr. Army Vandenbrech, DiThe neat:), clothed body of charged that Fulton County Judge today. He urged the anti-Com- lighting broke out and they -.
vention are women delegates repouisville.
of
Emerson was found lying John C. Bonduran' has refused munist world to assist the revo- stranded dear the border w
rector
Brenda
the
Patterson
of
School
Woodcraft,
of
Women
resenting
St.,
Pine
601
Rayburn,
Waylon
of St. Joseph's Hos- to o en recsrds of his court to lution le;t it become another little food, money or shelters
and
Comlawn
ational
Dtplomacy
the
Interns
cri
since
Society
the
by
organized
s head consel. will preside many
night a er
merce,
pital
Saturday
of
'University
Kentucky,
convention.
biennial
—Tfie
FTast
TXXF-Wilrs—Th
newsmen
The off:cial was Li Yung-hsin.
will be the speaker. Dr. W.. G. identified m an telephoned and
d., as west Kentucky state Orogarm includes a luncheon and
Staties action invalided an earNationalist govNash
.n
is
charge
of
said:
program.
tbe
nager of the .Society. has been other special even s for the womlier order issued last Feb. 2 by chairman of the
- Manbers el the Young Busi"There's a bedy lying out on Bondurant closing records of his ernment's Mongolian and Tibelan
strumental in making arrange- en delegates, The luncheon. MonMiss Connie Sue Williford
affairs commission. He told Unit!n os Men's club, Lions Club, your lawn. A black sedan just court to Gardner's paper.
day, will honor Miss Lucy Farents for the conveneion.
uprisPHYSICAL, OCCUPATIONAL, Civitan Club, Junior Chamber of drove off real fast."
More than 140 delegates and aker, Omaha, one of the Society's
Stahr said in handing down the ed Press International the
AND SPEECH THERAPIES are Commerce. and Murray Rotary
A preliminary autopsy failed to writ Saturday. "Everybody knows ing had spread across the border
fficers representing some 16,- fraternal organizers.
Mayor Bruce Hoblitzell and some of the services provided at Club are invited to hear Dr. determine the cause of death, a' newspaper has the right to to the Chinese provinces of SiKentucky members will atJudge Charles A. Walter, past the West Kentucky Center for Vanderabosch. He is expected to although it was revealed autophy look at court records and publish kang and Chinghai. Sikang also
end.
borders India.
Speakers will include Howard consul gommanden, Camp 14, Handicapped Childern - an Eas- speak on a subject of vital in- surgeons found a small mark on them."
Li made the statement shortly
the inner part of her right arm
V Lundgren, national president: Louisville, on behaif of local ter Seal facility at Paducah. terest to every American.
,Stahr also said he would hear
Some of the clubs will count which might have been made by a claim filed by Bondurant claim- after Indian Pirme Minister Ja)lax B. Hurt, executive vice Woodmen. will welcome the dele- Children from many counties in
Parliament
Two major Farm Bureau ever.*
president, and John N. Cochran, gates at the opening session Mon- the West Kentucky area served the meeting tomorrow night as a hypodermic needle.
ing that Gardner published "false waharta! Nehru told
street of the week include a Distree
Rehm To Answer
grege president for field and mem- day morning. Responses will be by the Center operated by the 3 regular meeting. The Rotary
and libelous" words criticizing the in New Delhi today that
Det. Lt. E. J. Vandergrift said judges and courts of Fulton Coun- fighting had broken ollt in the Farm Bureau Women's Workste
"tTrship, all of Omaha. Neb.
by the Hon. Pat McCuiston. Tren- Kentucky Society for Crippled Club will be among this group
Tibetan captial of Lhasa. Nehru held at the Kereake Hoter 114- wet will not hold their regular that when he and anether detecA feature of the convention will ton, and the Hon Thomas Hines, Children.
ty .and asked that Gardner be
The appealing youngster plc- meeting on Thursday,
tive went to the nearby West Los restrained from printing such expreesed cc:meth for the safety day, March 23. and a Callow':
presentation of a cash con- Bowling Green.
Angeles home of Mrs. Emerson's criticism. Stahr didsno‘set a date of the Dalai Lama whose where- County Farm Bureau Victory De ibution by the Head Camp to
In a memorial service for de- lured above is little Miss Connie
abouts are now unknown.
patents, Mr. and Mrs. William for the hearing.
ner for membership drive work,
e Kentuckiana Chapter. Ken- ceased Woedmen Monday after- Sue Williford, daughter of Mr.
Plan To Kidnap Lama
Blonder, they were met by attorat Faxon School Tuesday nive
ky Hernophilic FoundLe,- n. It noon, a University of Louisville and Mrs. H. J. Williford, Route
Gardner's newspaper had printNehru also disclosed that tee March 24 Dinner will be serv•
ney Jerome .Weber.
quartette will furnish the music. 4, Murray, who receives theapy
an editorial criticizing Bon:
ed
'What's the crime" Weber de- durant for probating the sentences Fleas iet • fighting broke out last by the Faxon Mothers' Club.
The convention banquet that at the Center and also attends
Friday in the capital when rumanded according to Vandergrift. of two prisoners
evening will be highlighted by the kindergarden twice weekly.
The District Workshop or tra
Contributions to the Easter
rners spread through Lhasa the ing meeting for Farm Burt
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President Lungren's address. Fol.
Gras-es:de services were held
provide
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to
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. Communists
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them that he had advised Blonder
lowing the banquet. the ProContinued on Page Three
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kidnap the Dalai. Lama, spiritual
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1109
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Easter
RevoOs had been reported eardaughter ols dead under strange
Other convention highlights in- 1, Murray.
at 3:45 Saturday at the Murray
lier in various parts of Tibet but
circumstances that y:u don't want
clude election and installation of Chairmsn for Calloway County Hapital. Rev.
Johnson Easley
fighting broke out in Lhasa for
to help us" asked Vandergrift.
new Head Camp officers, with
hod charge of the service.
T •
the first time. Unconfirmed reSPOKANE, Wash
"Dena be so cruel." the detecPre6dent Lundgren the installing
CY.te r than the parents two
ports reaching the Ind:an border ravishei body c4 9-year-old Co' said someone in the house
The Murray City Police reported officer. Tuesday morning; clearsnrvive. Jerry Ronald tive
The Murray Training School said
4 .Prother:
had dice Oaniv Maine Regers
planes
Communist
sbeuted.
hree automobile accidents t h is lion of delegates to the national
and Williarn Don NeLson; granddebate team will meet Grove bonibet:. 'shank
.
rootlet Skand41,1. Police pressed
Weber explained t h e parents
aiming whach occurred duetng gpswenOlon ist MinneapaireJuly
at
Tenn.,
Paris,
of
School
parents. Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
High
The Chinese official gave no fseareh for her kilter who abdiee'the past wekend. Policemen stated 10-401; the report .'f President
Mr and Mrs. Harry Allison. Chariton. Murray and Mrs. Rus- were "prostrate with grief and the Training School on Tuesday
in no position right now to talk night. March 24th at 7:30' p. m. scurces fer his report, the revolt ed her March 6 as she sold Carr
that all /three 'accidents were Lundgren on the Society's ac-naaseounce the arrival of a son, sell Nelson, Dexter,
Ky.
had spread across the border but
anybody about anything."
mints :n her nei,
to
•inor. and that no injuries result- tivitees ana progress in the past: weighing 8 lbs. and 5 oz., born
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Seven preliminary debates will the Nasionalist government is fire Girl
Permits Questioning Wednesday
biennium; and reports by dele- en March 19th at the Murray Home had
ed from any of them
hood.
5
at
afternoon
the
in
held
charge af the funeral
be
have
to
agents
known
intelligence
Vandergrift reported the attorThe first occurred Saturday noon gates on the many fraternal and General Hospital. The little fellow arrangements.
The little girl's body was est
p. m.
on the mainland who report to covered with Dine boughs in
ney promised he would allow the
when a 1950 Dodge driven by civic services performed by the has been named Harry Douglas.
subject for debate is "ReThe
Taipei.
Blonders to be questioned Wedremote area 12 miles northw
Neal Sykes. 1308 Sycamore, and a Woodmen camps and courts in Mrs Allison is the former Patricia
•olved that the United States
Li and other high-ranking Nanesday. although he gave no rea1957 Pontiac driven by Mildred Kentucky the pee two years.
Rickman.
should adept the essential feat- tionalist officials met in secrecy of here.
O'her Head Camp officers who
son for setting that date
Her legs were tied together "
Perry Chipps of Marion. KentucThe maternal grandparents are
ures of the Br:tish system of
Police met similar rebuffs when education." The affirmative will today to study possible steps the the ankles with parts of her ky. struck each other near the will participate are Roscoe L. Mr and Mrs. Woodrow Rickman
they attempted to question the be upheld by Charle• Byers and Nationalists might take to help slip.
corner of Olive and 15th Strets. Ewing, Morgan, junior past head and the paternal grandparents are
victim's husband of nine months. Jimmy Thompson and the nega- the revolt. President Chiang-Keiconsul; Elwood Newson. Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs Winifred Allison,
Coroner William Jones .aid
Continued on Page Three
Mayor Holmes Ellis this morn- Steve Frank Emerson. 20. who is
Shek has predicted the' Peiping girl. daughter of a divorced r
adviser; Jesse Weldon. MadisonRalph
and
Shroat
Jerry
by
t.ve
ing told the daily Ledger and unemplcyed They said he only
regime would collapse from in- ple. had been raced and t
vale. banker; Harry Berry, GlasTimes that he had received a acknitted last seeing his wife at Oliver. All members of the var- ternal revolt and officials have death was due to strangulat
gow. clerk; Paul E. Whitaker,
seniors.
are
qity
telegram from Senator John Sher- 4 pm. Saturday when he thought
hinted they would send troops to
Owendboro. e:cort; Rudolph Wade,
Parts of her- slip were est
The public is cordially invitei the mainland when a revolt does
man Cooper notifying him that she was on her way to her parCadiz, watchman, and Floyd E.
around her throat, The be
of these
either
hear
and
come
to
France had contracted for a large ents' home for a family reunion.
break out.
W ills. Falmouth. sentry.
fully clothed except for her F h
positions upheld by the local
amount cf tobacco from the United
Predict Nationwide Uprising
He refused to answer any furAuditors are Charles Walter,
and red leotards, was crimple'
Firemen were called two times
There will be Easter services
team.
States.
newsThe
'
independent
Taipei
of
advice
ther questions u-der
exc
; yesterday. At 11:20 they were 314 South Sixth St., Louisville; at the Kirksey Methodist Church
This will be the last debate paper United Daily News predict- covered with underbrush
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Much
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Weber.
called to 214 Woocilawn where a B. C. Deyidson, Bowling Green; in Sunday morning March 29
of the regular sason. The Re- ed today the "regional fighting for one knee..
he
tobacco,
Kentucky
Fired
Dark
grass fire was in progress and James 5E. Brumlow, Paducah; Earl beginning at 9:15.
gional Toureatnent will be held for freedom soon will lead to a _Jones said death probably c
on the night she disappeared
again at 1.20 they were called to J. St. Marie, BeMon; ml B. Y.
Rev. Johnson Easley will use I said.
on !he Murray State College nationwide uprising."
follows:
telegram
The
Detective James C Spence!
1515 Sycamore Street where they Spillsnan, Glasgow. National rep- "I Have Seen the Lord" for his
campus or. Thursday March 26th
480
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that
"Glad
you
inform
to
resentative are major O. Phar- subject. There will be special
Li said ths Chinese Commu- the Spokane Police Departn. •
extinguished anther grass fire.
'
toFrance
with
signed
Members of the junior Varsity nists were determined to stamp said there were flu, clues to
No damage was caused by either ros. Madisonville, and William music_ by the Cunningham Trio. agrernent
Martin, of Martin. Alternate na- Church school will follow the day included three and one-h
are Juniors; Gary Be hear. Chris cut the revolt and said "the free murder
Mare
million dollars tobacco to be puitional representatives are A. J. woi ship hour.
Miller, Judy Grogan, Carolyn
.
14
W:rakenhofer. Bowling Green. and
Wood. Sophomore; Charles EldThe public is cordially invited chased next two years Substantial
Kentucky Dark
be
should
Sycaamount
1302
Baxter
Glendine
McRobert
Russell Jones. Falmuuth,
Brooks,
Hemp
ridge,
to attend this service.
Fired Tobacco"
more. Murray. has enrolled for Daniel, Jerry Ed Hendon. FreshEllis said that France has al- 'he Spring Semester at Memphis men; Vernon Gantt, Greta Brooks
ways been represented on the State University. according to and Danny Phillips.
Steve Gordon, eleven year old
local markets, but that this con- President J. M. Smith.
LX grade student at Murray 'PrimThe Murray Training School
tract is certainly desired and apA freshman. Glendine is maing School has won a full blooded
'earn is ceached by Wilson Gantt.
preciated.
joring in psychology.
Dachshund in a contest over the
his U.S visit with one clear
By STEWART HENSLEY
Paducah television station.
tory — Eisenhower's agreemen•
United Press International
The contest involved naming the
attend a Big Four summit niece
dog and Steve won with the name
WASHINGTON fun — President this summer. This overshado•
LEXINGTON, Ky. —Bert Combs Democratic gubernatorial nomineof "Skyscaper".
Eisenhower and British Prime Min- the fact that the British
He will appear over television said today there is dissension eon.
ister Harold Macmillan are ex- American leaders failed to a:
"Gov. A. B. Chandler has taken
tomorrow night to accept his among backers of Lt. 'Gov Harry
pected to offer Soviet Premier on a number of significant no
the
for
Waterfield,
Lee
rival
his
the
and
over
inside
battle
rages."
prize.
Nikita Khrustrchev a strong new --or agreed only on the fact '
Combs said at a Fayette County
guarantee against resurgent Ger- they opm.sed the Russian pose
organization meeting.
PART COLLIE PUPPIE PET
man militarism and attack from
They agreed they would •
He said Waterfield and his
the West.
give in to Russia's demand
manager,
Jce
campaign
y.
Lear
James Rogers has a six months
Diplomatic officials said today veto power over an inspection .have unsuccessfully tried to keep
old part Collie male pup which
that the two Allied leaders had control system connected
Happy under wraps.would make a good pet for someagreed on the approach in an suspension of nuclear wean,
The annual Blue-White foot°The
governor
came
charging
One. Call PLaza 3-4849. first call, bar inter-squad game will be
effort to lower tension and lead tests. But they did not ren,
back to Kentucky from his Florida
gets it It's free
held Friday. March 27th at 8:00.
to settlement of the Berlin crisis agrement on how to overc•e
sun ground when he learneat
and other European problems.
The cereest will or played in
Soviet objections to the pres.'•e
some of his hatchetmen were
Cuthcin Stadium.
_ They said Eisenhower and Mac- Western proposals for policing
him
quietly
hide
to
away
trying
game,
top
their
the
tickets
for
Advance
millan had instructed
ban.
during the campaign," Combs said.
aides to hammer out a comprewh:ch is being sponsored by the
"Leary
pushed
had
candidate
Murray State "M" Club, are on
hensive new European security
Resist Berlin Pressure
Waterfield aside in an attempt to
plan to be presented to the forthsale now at 25e. Tickets will be
himself."
epotlight
the
take
and Macmillan also
Eisenhower
ccming foreign ministers' and sumon sale at the gate Firday night
United Press I aaaloriat
Combs said he has heard from
agreed they would firmly resist,
mit conferences with Russia.
for 35c.
many persons that "Waterfield
by force if necessary. Communist
In case of rain Friday night,
Maemillan Happy. Satisfied
looks and acts like a defaated
Macmillan. who plans to leave pressures to drive them out of
the game will be held Saturday
man. Ir. his desperation he has
Tuesday for London. was described Berlin or deny them -access to the
night. March 281h.
abandone7' every trace of indeby his spokesman as "happy and city through Red territory.
pendence i-nd self-reliance."
'iatisfied" with the results of his
But they failed to come to gripe
The Pres:onsburg candidate said
three • days of secluded talks at with the broader issue of how to
Waterfield has made exaggerated,
the President's Camp David, Md.. unify Germany. a question
claims of crowds attending his
retreat.
whieh they have developed speeches.
The prime minister is expected ferences of opinion in rer
CounCalloway
Lovins.
W. Otis
the
with
talk
final
his
have
to
Saturday
filed
Southwest Kentucky — Fair ty School Teacher,
weeke
President at the While House thll
and warmer today and tonight, March 21st for itate representaThe problem of developing this
indicated
Officials
afternoon.
Tuesday partly cloudy and a tive of Calloway County.
Western moiltions on disar cific
farea
of
nature
the
in
would be
Mr. Lovins. who has been a
little seastrrier. High today mid
a nuclear test ban. Gemr amen•t,
well courtesy call. however.
school teacher for 25 years, serv*Ps Low tonight in low 40s.
reunification and other subj
ed Calkaway Counly as circuit
Temperatures at 5 a m
Macmillan and his aides meet was left by Eisenhower and M
City Polic reported one arrest
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at the British Embassy with US millan to their aides, who e
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ducah 28
FOR
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officials today to discuss trade work with France and West G. •
of two of them ware
A 5-rmai sine •tineem n4 will one for reckless driving over the
Lexington 27, London 22 and
sylvania railroad train near Xenia, 0. Eight Girl Scouts and the mothers
many in an effort to reach
matters
been on a study trip.
had
12,
all
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The
hours..
three
within
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.be made at a later date, Mr. I weekend.
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outright
Hopkinsville 26
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Macmillan neared the end of common ground.
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other
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25
.
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sssed is the King Of Israel that
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

e
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IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs mid Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home t3uilding
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

IN BANK HOLDUP—Belle Ingram, 19 Roanoke, Va., fled
from a Las Vegas, Nev., bank
In a taxi after handing a teller
a note saying she had a gun
pointed at his head. He gave
her $2,000. She transferred to
a ous headed for Reno, but
was apprehended by sheriff's
deputies 30 miles out of Las
Vegas. Belle was arraigned
on bank robbery charges
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THANE GI'S FOR GRIPLNG

•
PHILADELPHIA t UPI)
It's
nothing r, w when GI's complain
t-Sore feet afterã 20-mile
MINNEAPOLIS NJ
— The
Chippewa Indian Word Winmbi- hike but it is new When their
goshish means filthy, bad miser- ttr'pes draw a sincere vote of
able, wretched water, and is the thanks.
The thanks came from t h e
name of a Minnesota lake.
Institute
Laboratories,
The Chippewas weren't always Franklin
that harsh in their descriptions. which said the Complaints played
Their language is sometimes can- a vital part in development of the
cel the hat.an of the Indian lang- "FILPIP". -the Franklin Institute
NEWARK, N. J. (UPI)—In this for more in less space, tinier and
uage because of its musical quali- 1„iboratories Pressure Indicating
Patch. which seeks out and meas- era of miniaturization — much of linter devices now are taking the
ty.
it prompted by the problems of place of their bigger and Milkier
For example Mississippi is a ures body pressures.
Space exploration — Martin H. brothers in electronic equipment
Cliirpewa word meaning Great
The FILPIP is an electronic re- Benedek,
board chairman of the across the nation."
River. Saganaga Lake in north- c. riling device
developed by the General Instrument Corp., says
Benedek's company, with nine
ern Minnesota takes its name 1,,buratories after they were
asked what's octtially happening is that
plants in the U.S. and Canada, is
from it:: many islands. Mahnoby the Army to determine it GI
indus
is on a reducing Cain- a leading producer of militarymen, a
Minnesota community.
boots %ere adequately designed to
industrial and radio-TV compomeans wild rice in English and takep
the pressures be- .
c re
"Millions of 'overweight' elec- nents, including newiy-developed
Chisago Lake means large and tween the toes and between the
tronic devices are on a constant miniaturized equipment. The mmboot ai.d the ground,
reducing diet," he said. "Users of iaturiied equipment. The miniaThe Sioux Indians also conelectronic devices, particularly in turizing trend is in its infancy, he
tributed' their share of titles to
military - industrial equipment, feels, adding:
Minnesota. The name of the state
now want 'less' for their money.
means sky-tinted water M,nnehaPREMATURE
"New and fascinating electronAs a result of space age demands
ha. made famous by Henry Longic products are just over the horifellow, means laughing water.
MEMptHs Tenn. — (UPI) —
zon. These tiny budding blocks
Minneapolis is a combination of Mr. and sirs. Melvin Preston arSPACE RACE CONDEMNED
are still to spawn many new offthe Sioux word....for water and re'ed
downtown hotel restauspring. And where these tiny cre,he Greek-word for city.
rant here, found seats. ate dinner
ations will take us should be faband then settled back for the
LITTLE HAMPTON. England — ulous to behold."
There's enough Salt -in the speeches
UPI) — Launching earth satelOnly .then did they realize that ites and firing rockets to the
world's oceans. lakey‘d seas to
rover the entire,- earth with a the p4-a-'date banquet for which moon is just a new form of the
white mantle -more than 100 feet they had purchased tickets wasn't pagan cult of sun worship, comDOLLAR A POUND
scheduled until the next day.
deep.
plains the Rev. Phillip Barry,
Anglican vicar here.
Mrs.
-BERLIN. Conn. (UPI)
Condemning outer - space proj- Delores R Harrison. whose apects as crazy. Barry said in his pearance in court on. a traffic
pafish magazine that it is not on- charge was delayed by the arwa yak•,rt hy
_of_ _leer ha.hy
that hundreds of mile ns of dol- the judge how much the child
lars arc being spent on research weighed. Seven pounds, said Mrr
while millions of persons are in narrison proudly. "I fine you
need.
seven dollars." said the judge.

uttryltvices
Placed On 'Diet'

I

We reserve the right to reject say Advertng, Letters to the latter,
re Public Voice Aetna which, in tau agoisicas, see net hot Ike beet
bitterest ot our readera.

New School Buildings .....$130,000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
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Chippewas Had
A Word For.It

- THE LEDGER & TIMES

A

B18LE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
And all the people shall say Amen.
— Deuteronomy 27:16.

The vicar said aations should
devote themselves to rehabilitating the world's homeless and
destitute. By spending on such
pursuits .one-quarter of the money they spend on weapons of destruction he said, the underling
causes of war would be .removed.

di

But you must follow up your Amens by .
your resolve, you must make it so.

Ten Years Ago Today .
0

MONDAY — MARCH 23, 1959
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Anne lApwrY, daughter of Dr. C. S. Lowry. and Wilma
Lovins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins, both of
Murray. will play two of the leading roles in "Ladies in
Retirement" at Murray State College on the nights
March 24 and 25.

a•1

•

Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon at
Beach Grove for John L. Jackson, 52, who died Friday
'ANC. ROOM groap. matching the starter hope chest, features woven wood trim on
evening at 8 o'clock, in the Outwood Veterans Hospital
Roomy hutch has shelves for china And small drawers for linens and sterling silver.
at Dawson Springs. He was a veteran of the First World
%
%Var.
•
,
Surviving Jackson are his wife, One son and one
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Rea of Benton. Ill., spent the
weekend with Mrs. Rea's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Farris.
. Mrs. R. L. Wade returned today from Memphis, Tenn.,
following a wee-k's visit withrh''''' daughter. Mrs. Robert
'lowland and 'family.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Reagan of Bismark. Mo., were
week-end guests of Mrs. Reagan's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Z. Carter. West Main Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Wisehart of Detroit are the
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
Nests of her parents. Mr. ancl Mrs. Fred McClure, South
THAT romantic engage14th Street.
'
rnent g,ft. the hope chest,

JusT
((0ARRIE0

THIS MEANS YOU'.
h!&APHIS. Tenn
i UPI
—
Illtey Anne McCarsur. teAs how
m eller manages to stick to
her diet. Mrs. McCarson has pasted a note'-..nsiie their refegerazse ing -Stay Otr '

KATMANDU Nepai (UPI) —
Gsnerai Subarna. chairman of
.he C -unce of Ministers. was
aeciart-d eitc.ed to ParLamtnt
Sunday He was he first cabinet
ins mber to win a seat As Nepal's
te- • -.3r, e:ections.

Young People KNOW !

has started designers thinking along a completely new
lire.
Such cheats are often the
very first furnishing for the
,
new home of a just-married
cot.ple, and so they should be
larlarimy
furniture
sty.ed to suit the
THE STARTER PIECE for their new home, a hope chest,
time
goes
adding
as
thsyll
be
•
serves the just-married couple as a temporary dining table,
on
How can this be done?
chest, has a thick cedar in- and bookshelf and there's a
vanity-clerk to complete the
terior to protect trou,seau
Furniture to Match
treasures. It's roomy and at- set.
Designers have solved the tractively designed.
A dining suite has also been
problem neatly by creating
A bedroom suite, which can designed to go with the hope
furniture to match a hope
be matched to it, includes a chest.
chest.
wide choice of pieces.
Choices In Tables
Thus far, the idea appears
Double dresser and chestYou can select a round,
In only one collection but, on-chest, for example, come
rectangular or drop-leaf tawt en it gains popularity, as
plain or with woven wood ble for dining.
It's sure to. they'll try it with
trim banding top drawers
There are three choices in
°trier groups.
There's also a triple dresser buffets-one 48 inches long
with six wide drawers and
Fcr toung Moderns
with a cabinet; one 60 inches
three.narrow
long with a cabinet and one
The trial collection is a
Headboard Designs
68 inches long with two cabimodplease
cinch to
Double or twin beds are nets. Each has three drawers
erns for it has clean, unclutavailable with three types of and features woven wood
tered lines and a Danish look
trim.
headboard designs, including
to it Plece-s are available in
A server Ls also available,
a bo( kease headboard with
heats. - r oae, mahogany or
as is a hutch. The latter Ma
the woven wood motif.
burnished witieut.
A night table has a drawer nicely on the buffet.
The starter piece, the hope

ones.

young

SERVICE
4th & Chestnut
PL 3-9141

1

Croupy Coughs'

DR DRAKCS Orings oo.cl, soothing
relief tor children's cro.spy roans
of colds. Blessed relief starts with
the very first swalow. Used successfully by mothers tor 65 years, DR
DRAKE'S Is the largest se:hng ,u,..gh
medicine tor (Iv:Ow Sod on a
money back guarantce Ci.t DR
DRAKE'S at y3ur drug time t

•

Eradicate

Prevent

MICE — ROACHES TERMITES —

RATS

Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

The

TERMITES
— Licensed & Insured —
SAM KELLEY
Phone PL 3-3914

1 KELLEY'S PEST IT
CONTROL

MURRAY LOAN CO.
Telephone Pt, 3 2521
506 W. Main St.
LOAN CO."
HOME
-OWNED
"YOUR

91 wa-7t a car that

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

LOVETT'S TEXACO

BM MR
PEOPLE".

"Just like a woman! hvapt a car

MT TOR
ViNGS"

'Dave, roe found evactiv the
right ear err us! it'll make
driving ever so much
more comfortable.'

•

4

"Comfort's fir.e,"Nancy,

•

but we've got to
consider tatinss, too.
And I've found just
the car for that!"

"in the ear! want.
everybody ennuis
a soft comfortable
seat .. even the folks
in the middle! This car's
!milt oistr
—Vgi for us .
and besuleN. I think d's cute."

"But the ear l've found is so
easy to get in and out of ...
and so comfy to sit in.

-Sure, looks are important
... and my car will keep on
looking good 'cause its fina
is so bright and durable it
never needs wssing."

"Yes, but my car will save
us as much as 81.00 on every

tankful of gas because it uses
regular. How about that?"
"Well, that's nice, hut what about
my frilly hats? We'll have hat
room not iust head room in
my Car. And y7t7t7e no shorty,
either . you'd hump your
head in a lot of those nett cars.'

"Well the nice man at the
Ford Dealer's told rue . ."

"Did you say FORD?... that's
the car! want, too! And we
can save as much as $102.75
on purchase price alone!
What are we waiting for?"

"Not in this one.
And it onTcneeds
oil chahses each
4000 miles. Its
muffler is aluminized
to normally last twice as
long, too."

"Darling. you're a geniu.sr

les fun to make up wit')

-THE DOUBLE-7K
59-if0

These young ,people know that systemaG• sating makes the difference between wishing and
having.! Their plans for the future are BIG ...
and they're DOING something about them. Every week, they check into this bank with their
savings. Every, deposit is a milestone on the road
that will take them where they want to go. get
them what they want to have.

Bank of Murray
MEMBER

eser-eweistt‘stse

FD IC

Out front in savings... Out front
in comfort...No wonder Ford's first in sales!

THE WOP111:;:Aosr BEAUTIFULLY PRO2ORTICNED CARS

INSPIRED BY THE DANISH 1.0014 cf sculptured simplicity, this bedroom group features
clean imps and wood drawer pulls. Picthred In heather oak, It's.also available in walnut.

PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky.
:SEEP YOUR FORD

ALL FORU

WItH GENUINE FORD FARTS

p.

1

•
MARCH 23, 1959

[IA Y

I
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LOVETTS TEXACO
SERVICE
4th & Chestnut
PL 3-9141

Croupy Coughs'

•

DR DRAKI'S brings kiock, soothine
relief tor chlidrer's croJoy coops
of colds'. Blessed relief starts ov,th
the very first swa,low. Used surrew
fully by mothers for 65 Mts. In
DRAKE'S Is the largest sa:ling ccudgis
meclione for rPuldrei Sod on a
money back suarantce. en OR.
DRAKE'S at your drug sthre
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the
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PAGE THREE

NGS CROWN HOME
NORTH MARSHAL' BRI
Manual Downed in

Celebration Is
ht
Tonig
ed
Plann
•

Weekend Sports
Summary

Farm Bureau..

Continued from Page One
Saturday
NEW YORK 111Pli - St. John's
U. Y. UniversitY won the NatIenThe round ball lime light shown cut the lead to 57-52 with 4:30 to
al Inevtational Basketball Tourn- womgn was conducted under the brightly upon North Marshall this go.
ament by _defeating Bradley, 76- leadership of Mrs. Joe Moore of weekend as an exuberant western
Big Gerald Glur laid in a reBallard County, District Women's Kentucky welcomed home the bound to trim the gap to three,
71, in overtime.
Chairman, and Mr. Willard Car- champions of the 42nd annual 57-54, with 3:28 remaining. LampLOUISVILLE Ky. 111PD - Cali- roll, District Farm Bureau organ- State High School Basketball ley slipped under for a fielder
fornia defeated West Virginia, ization director. T h e Workshop Tournament, The North Marshall and Spicela-ed followed with two
panded their lead to 53-47 at the 71 - 70, to win the NCAA basket- agenda included plans for county
United Press International
Jets of Coach Charlie Lampley foul shots to put the Jets ahead
end of the third period.
and district activities whice in- grasped the most coveted state by seven, 61-54 with 2:44 showing
ball tournament.
The North Marshall Jets, 1959
The Jets, their shirttails flapping,
clude 'the King and Queen contest, sports award by defeating tough on the clock.
State High School Basketball tour- got what proved to be the winning
HALLANDALE. Fa. fIJP0 - speech contest and other Farm Manual 64-63 with a magnificient
Manual cut the lead to 61-57
nament champions, returned to the point when Tammy Milton fouled
Vertex won the $121.800 Gulf Bureau sisogsored youth activities. exhibition of cage talent and an with a fielder by Joe Smear and
Jackson Purchase Sunday in a Pat Doyle with 33 seconds left.
stream Park Handicap after fa- At the Workshcp meeting the unsurpassed determination to win. a free throw by Glur.
triumph reminiscent of that of a
Doyle made his free throw to vored Bardst.sv.ei was withdrawn welceene address was given by
North Marshall had to come
Dolph Larimer. who played his
Roman Caesar.
64-61,
ahead
Marshall
North
put
Leon Chambers. President of the from behind to claim the most best game
because of muddy field.
the tournament,
Hundreds of automobiles deco- but miesed the bonus and Manual
Calloway County Farm Bureau and important victory as the Jets were added a free threw to widen the
rated in the North Marshall colors got the rebound.
Fer- State Farm Bureau Director. The faced with an incredible shooting gap to 62-57 at 1:28.
SEBRING. Fla.
geeeted the team and Coach CharManual's Ron Siers missed with
principal speaker at the meeting percentage by Manual and su:Melee!. came back with - two
Lampley at the Egners Ferry fiVe seconds remaining but finally rari's finish one-two Sebring in
was Mr. Carroll.
perior board work by the much free throws, but Lampley hit one
if
endurPrix
Grand
I2-hour
Lake.
Kentucky
Bridge at
got it through the hoop as the
Bureau
Farm
County
Calloway
!larger Crimsons. Manual leaped of two free throws to leave North
ar.ce Phil Hill uf Santa Monica.
State police were on hand to horn sounded.
leaders attending the Workshop to an early command hitting five ahead 63-58 at 102.
driving winning car.
escort the championship team to
The Jets finished with 22 out of Calif.,
Leon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
meeting were
of its first six shots and 10 of 15
Doyle followed with a free
the high school gymnasium near 45 attempts for a 45.8 per cent
England WO - Chambers, Mrs. Harmon Ross, Mrs. in the opening quarter. The Jets throw to give the Jets a 6440
AINTREE,
Calvert City.
average.
Orr,
trailed , by as much as 12 points lead with only 33 seconds left.
8-1 shot, wins Britian's Trellis MsCuiston, Mrs. Elisha
Lexington Dunbar downed Olive Oath an
Manual hit one -foul- shet and
North Marshall Principal Bob
Natioreal Steeplechase on Mrs. Calvin Compton and litra. at one point in the contest and
in a dull consolation Grand
88-45.
Hill,
it appeared that Manual had the got two later before Spiceland
Goheen told the theusands of
which Irish Respite! Sweepstakes Hugh Foster.
game.
The Victory Dinner meeting at game well in hand and would rebounded. He was called for
western Kentucky fans gathered
are based.
North Marshall advanced to the winners
Faxon will be under the leadership record the triumph without a big traveling though. and Manual reto greet their cage heroes that
schoolboy cage suceess
of
pinnacle
Chairman of
gained the ball. S iers laid the
"No team in the country haseenore
struggle.
rniaalar cift. ODESSA, Tex itfl) - Bobby of Herman Darnell,
couple
11Peernination -Mate 3rie BoTE
all in amer
me
Dave
defeatffi
rival
Morrow
Olive
75-62:
and
51: Maysville
But little 5-9 Jerry Powell, the but not enough for Manual as
North Marshall."
in West Texas drive
dash
100-yard
in
Hill 57-65.
shortest man on the floor had the horn sounded seconds later.
was
They returned the state tourna- Pelays. His winning time
Another celebration Is planned
some very definite ideas about the
Doyle led North with 18 points.
9.4.
was
time
9.35.
Sime's
(121)
Betsy
Ga
COLUMBUS,
In the gym tonight for the game ment trophy to the 1st Region
Crimsons expected reign and Lampley added 16 and Larimer
Rawls cf Spartanburg, S. C., won
little squad that upset Louisville for the first time since 1952, when
bombed in three successive long got 15.
Sunday
the Royal Crown women's golf
jumpers to bring the jam-pack
du Pont Manual. 64-63, in the Cuba 'Hi ?h School won the state
Siers was high point man for
DETROIT iUP1) - The Toron- championship, with a 72-hole
tournament finals at Lexington tournament.
Memorial Coliseum crowd howling Manual with 19 points. Glur got
to Maple Leafs defeated the Del? total 294.
Marshall
North
the
Saturday night.
and
feet
its
(to
15.
troit Red Winge 6-4 to gain the
Manual, ranked No. 2 in the
Jets up the "come-back" trail.
North hit 22 of -48 from the
that fourth and last National Hockey
1 eather
synthetic
A
CHARLESTON. S. C. MPS International
Press
United
that
forward
Jet
final
field for 45.8 per cent and Manual
playoff Dave Smith of Gastonia. N. C.. Dolph Larirrier.
"breath" like natural leather has League's Stanley Cup
a
to
raced
had
Ratings,
Doyle
Coaches'
had been over-looked by
hit 27 of 70 for 38.6 per cent.
been developed.
berth. The Leafs gained the berth won the 14th annual Azalea golf
11B12 first period margin that
and Lampley awed' fans, begin
The victory leaves the Jets with
alter Now York 'Rangers bowed tournament with a 72-hole total
lesser
a
overwhelmed
might have
poking some tremendiously long a 37-1 seasonal record. The only
in New of 289
Canadians
to
Montreal
Jets
team, but the seventh-ranked
jump shots from the side and defeat was at the hands of Fulton
York, 4-2.
GULFPORT, Miss. MPS - Macame roaring back.
North really begin to roll.
City, 58-37. The club finished the
Term.,
Rudolph
of
son
Clarksville,
Settled
It was North Marshall's
year with a 23-game winning
APO
Fla.
ST.
.PETERSBURG,
win
three-under
to
a
per
shut
by
push
offensive
new
The
realperiod 20-point explosion that
streak. Manual finished with a 27-5
one-stroke
Boy
Goa
takes
InGulf
-Bela
13th
Coast
the
annual
greater'
to
Jets
the
inspired
North
ly decided the issue. Lampley
lead in the third round of the vitational golf tournament with heights and for the first time in record.
made a heat-of-battle decision to
•Lexengtore &ember defeated Olive
$15.000 St..Petersburg Open gulf a 72-hele total of 273.
the contest, the smaller Marshall
abandon a man-to-man defense in
in the cansolation game.
tournament.
Countians begin to grab . some Hill. 88-45
favor of a tight zone.
12 32 53 64
PINGHAM NOTCH, N H. ARS rebounds off their offensive board. North Marshall
The zone enabled the smaller
23 31 47 63
...
- Jo- -Gordon Eaton of Middlebury R. M. Spiceland, another stand-out Manual ..
PINEHURST. N. C.
Jets to gain position under the
North Marshall 164)
anne Goodwin of Haverhill, Ma's',, College won the New England performer. started getting more
gaskets and take more rebounds
Doyle 18. Larimer It. Lampley
and Mrs. Arm Casey Johnstorse of men's combined title with a per- than his share of those bounding
from the taller Manual front line.
Mason City, Iowa. gain final fect score in the Olympic ski balls and Manual was in real i 16, Powell 7, Spiceland 8
The Crimsons were able to sink
Manual (63)
round in the 57th annual North trials Penny Pitou of Giliford, trouble
second
the
in
goals
field
four
only
Siers 19. Smith 11. Rickets 2,
Willie Mays
Sauth women's golf charnpi- N. H., won the women's cornand
in
moved
Jets
the
and
period
North which trailed 8-20 at one Milton 6. Melear 10, Glur 15.
timed title.
front at the half. 32-31. and expoint in the first quarter roared
back in the second period and a
FIVE DAY FORECAST
-pass from Doyle to Powell to
Lorimer fast-breaking for the basUnited Press International
. ket enabled the forward to snuff
KENTUCKY - Temperatures
beautiful lay-up that gave
a
in
Continued from Page One
Tuesthe Jets a 32-31 lead at the half- for the five-day period,
day through Saturday, will averthe
Holding
intermission.
time
that
car
reports
the
show
Police
age near the state normal of 51
driven by Mrs. Chipps was back- one-point edge before the climatic
Warmer most sections
degrees
is a cinch - I'll be in condition, break. Erratic play by the Red
the
by
booed
was
Manual
basket
By JOE SARGIS
place on 15th
Tuesday.' turning
and
Sox helped the Indians to three ing cut of a parking
tonight
you worry."
don't
waiting
for
crowd
cheering
wild
the Sykes car
I
United Press International
unearned runs and the Tribe went Street and that
cooler about Wednesday or ThursNorth's
Actually.
shot.
Cubs
last
Beat
a
for
Giants
was going south on the same
Willie Maya says he's ready to
onto score a 7-5 victory. defense had Man- day and warming hout Friday or
The enthusiasm engendered by
street. The rear bumpers of both tenacious zone
go again, and apparently so are
Cold
Has
Williams
over
" that the Saturday. Precipitation will t. ital
carried
hitting
"covered-up
so
lustyual
Mays'
cars were damaged. said police.
the San Francisco Giants.
the bell around one-fourth inch in scatmove
some
not
up
'jacked
could
Giants
Crimsons
as the
A few minutes before four o'Willie, who has been out of
chewers and thundersh waround the fast moving Jets for a tered
solid pitching by lefty Mike Mccars
two
afternoon
same
the
clock
a
of
because
12
March
since
action
ers about Wednesday or Thursshot at the basket.
Cormick with timely hitting for a
at
accident
an
in
involved
were
stitches,
35
required
leg cut that
in the westNorth combined a productive day, possibly again
10-7 cactus league victory over
the corner of Olive and North
awes his old self Sunday during
Cribs. Felipe Alou,
second half offense with a 2-2-1 ern section about Saturday.
Chicago
the
of
bumper
back
right
at
The
, 12th.
he Giants' pre-game workout
zone that halted Manual.
with a pa:r of homers and four
, the car driven by Ila Mae DavThe Bank of America in Sar
Phoenix. Ariz.
runs batted in, spearheaded the
enpert was struck when she crossThe Jets. leading 56-49. started Francisco is the nation's largest
Even Manager Bill Rittnel was attack against a trio of Chicago
1956
a
ed the intersection, by
!,
holding, the ball with 5.13 left in csommercial bank on the basis of
surprised when Willie showed up pitchers.
Chevrolet sedan driven by Hilda the final period. Ronnie Siers of its more than 10 billion dollars in
- i
at Municipal Stadium all suited I Jim Marshall. rookie Ray Bellio
Payne
'Gray McCuiston of 1015
Manual hit a foul shot but Jimmy deposits. Next comes the Chase
up and ready to play. With an and Ernie Banks propelled homers
' Street, according to police re- Lampley matched It with a 1- Manhattan Bank of New York
Rodgers
Andre
while
Cubs
already
the
for
doctor
his
from
"OK"
ports. The report showed that the pointer' of his own. Leland Melear with more than seven and a querleft another for the Giants.
secured. Mays warmed up with
Davenport car was going east on got a 25-foot shot for Manual to i ter billion dollars in deposits.
away
ride
bus
long
a
the
Meanwhile,
in
sprints
souple of wind
Olive when it was hit by the car
Indians
Cleveland
the.
Tucson,
at
outfield.
driven by Mrs. McCuiston.
-There's no pain." he beamed learned that big Mike Garcia, who
Shortly after nine Sunday mornafter
comeback
a
attempting
And
is
liPto reporters standing by.
ing an accident occurred a block
lost
be
will
allowing.
just to prove that the layoff hadn't a poor 1666
seuth on 12th Street at the cornTed Viaillamx
hurt him one bit, he stepped into to them for at least a week with
er of Main. A 1956 Chevrolet
Red Sox
over
took
the batting cage and rattled a a leg injury. Mike, who
driven by Theresa Almira McClure
was
Ted
Williams
to
scheduled
hit
dozen or so smashes over the left for Gary Bell in the sixth. Was
make his Armona debut in this was damaged on the left front
just inside Mr left knee with a
field fence.
game
but Was confined to his fender, bumper and hood when it
With his teammates rooting him line drive off the bat of Boston's
Lester
norn
with a cold in his was hit by a car driven by
hotel
on. Mays said "I'll be in shape Billy Consolo in the following right shoulder. He reportedly was B. Goheen. Both cars had stopped
frame.
before the season starts.
at the intersection. and Mrs McGarcia crumpled to the ground having some difficulty breathing.
"Don't forget, we have 16 more
Clure had proceeded to make a
the
hit
also
jinx
The
injury
pre-season games after today," the and was carried off on a stretcher.
Street onto
Washington Senators, who dropped left turn from 12th
Hospital
Mary's
St.
at
Xerays
"If
reminded.
Star
year
a
asso.000
struck
an 11-2 cfFeiSTISn to the Kansas Main when her car WBS
bruise
no
a
deep
only
showed
which
them
of
half
I play in
which was
City Athletics at West Palm Beach, by Mr Goheen's car,
Main. Police said
Fla. The game was called after going east on
that Mr. Goheen told them that
eight innings because of rain.
1 HOUR SERVICE
McClure's
Just before the game. the Sen- he did not see Mrs.
ators learned that catchere Clint car.
Courtney will be sidelined from
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
four to six weeks with a -broken
bone In his right leg. Courtney
LONDON (PP - Midwives
was injured Saturday in a collision
with Kansas City catcher Hal and maternity homes today preSmith at home plate. At the time pared for their busiest two weeks
Fresh As A Flower
it was believed that Courtney ef the year.
he mast in MY WANING
In Just One Hour'
Babies born before midnight a
had suffered only a bruise but
FULL SIZE, 60" x 30
.
X-rays later showed that a small week from Sunday earn their
OFFICE
the.
for
DESK
exemption
tax
parents
broken.
was
knee
the
bone below
Martinising Means Cleaner, Rrighter Clothes
of
Smith was the A's big stick man entire year. and a great deal
• Recessed handles for sleek, smooth beauty.
on this.
with a pair of homers and four family planning is based
the
is
March
•
quiw
Statistics
Streamlined, full-width drawer fronts.
Kent
RBI's. Rookie first bameman
Handley and outfielder Roger Ma- biggest birthday month because
•Large file drawer can bso used in top or bottom
dollar exris also homered for the winners. of this 100' pound 2380
position - all drawers interchangeable.
cn
emption. The midwives call the
Yankees Lose Two
•
Heavy
duty, gray linoleum top is trimmed with
"spring
Never An Extra Charge!
the
weeks
two
final
The Baltimore Orioles enjoyed
beveled stainleu steel.
a rare day -- for them - when handicap."
•Attractive, harmonizing gray enamel finish.
they handed the New York YanJOIN THE EASTER PARADE TO
An entire battalion was airkees a double 3isfeat - 6-3 and
•Completely welded construction.
0
in U.S.
time
first
the
for
borne
ONLY
4-0. Milt Pappas. a 19-year old
• Sturdy, skid-type base.
history on Jan. 23. 1940, when
Baltimore pheenom. pitched six of
flown 500 miles
were
troops
Army
• Adjustable feat for leveling.
the seven scoreless innings of the
cli
in 38 bornbers.
nightcap after Jerry Walker and

a

The Destructive Termite
FREE 1 NSPECT I ON

Mrs
apaffic
ar-
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a woman! /want a car

LILT
WINGS"

•

Willie Mays Says He Is Ready To Go Again
After Being Laid Up With Severe Leg Cut

"In the car! want.
everybodo enjoys
a soft comfortable
seat ?.. reen the folks
in the middle! Thic car's
built oistr
-Tai for US • • •
and besides. I think it's cute."
-Sure, looks are important
... and my car will keep on
looking good 'cause its finisl

•

is so bright and durable it
neser needs waxing."

,Three...

i

the nice man at the
Ford Dealer's told me..

"%Uf7

"Did you say FORD?... that's
the car I want, too! And we
can sase as much as $102.75
on purchase price alone!
What are we waiting for?"

"Darling, you're a geniusr

'vivo
Nilinreor

The Final Tilt

Telephone Answering

SERVICE
PACKAGE DELIVERY

SERVICE
NOW OPEN IN MURRAY
107 North 7th St.

* 24-HOUR SERVICE
* SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
We answer your phone when you are
a-way.
, day or night. Don't miss important calls just because you happen to be
out.

le

Ford's first in sales!

1 -HOUR MARTINIZING
FOR YOUR EASTER BEST!

EIONATICNED CARS

TORS
ENUINE FORD

crs

•

MURRAY 1-HOUR MARTINIZING
Lot
Next to A &P and New Parking
Plaza 3-9174
295 Main

FARTS

1

HOUR

SERVICE

Jack Fisher. a pair of 20-year
olds, had throttled I h e world
champions on nine scattered hits
In the opener..
Elsewhere, a six-run rally in
the seventh inning, featured by
Dick Schofield's three-run homer,
carried the Pittsburgh Pirates to
a 9-1 victory over the Philadelphia
Phililese. The Chicago White Sox
scored early and late to turn back

• Other models available.

the Cincinnati Reds and prize
rookie Jimmy Atoole, 9-6 The
Detroit Tigers jumped off to a
9-0 lead in four innings and went
on to defeat the Milwaukee Braves,
10-4.. And rookie pitcher Bob Gibson and 19-year old rookie shortstop Julio Gotay led the St. Louis
Cardinals to a 3-1 victory over
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
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Call Us Today!
- Operated By MR. AND MRS, SHERRILL OUTLAND
assisted by
MR. AND MRS. FERD FREEMAN,
who have been successfully operating a Telephone answering service in Paducah for the
past five years.

PEACOCK
Rug Cleaners Trucks Are
Coming to Murray!
Peacock Rug Cleaners will be in town, the
week of May 4. 1959 to pick up your removable rugs for expert cleaning!
Your rugs will be returned in two weeks ...
looking like new again! This pick-up and delivery service is absolutely free!
Also, skilled cleaners ... with equipment to
do on location work ... will give you a free estimate on cleaning your wall-to-wall carpeting
and upholstered furniture ... in your home!
If you would like our men to call on you,
please fill in the Coupon below! Clip and mail,
today!
Peacock Prices:

Peacock Features:
• Repairing
• Dyeing
• Moth Proofing
• Safe Storage
• New Padding
• Carpet Laying
• Reweaving

27" x 54"...
3' x 5'
6' x 9'
9' x 12'
12' x 15' ... ,
Carpeting: •
6c to 8c Sq. Ft.

$1.00
1.50
3.60
6.48
10.80

"South's Largest, Most Modern Rug Cleaning Firm"
- MAIL THIS COUPON, TODAY

LYON.

1 HOUR SERVICE

Phone PL 3-3786

PEACOCK RUG CLEANERS
-Be Proud Of Your Rugs!"
836 Vance Avenue

Memphis, Tenn,

Please Have Your Men Call at My Home.
I Am Interested In:
( Free estimate on removable rugs to be
picked up, cleaned, and delivered back
to me.
Free estimate on wall-to-wall carpeting to be cleaned in my home.
( ) Free estimate on upholstered furniture
o be cleaned in my home.
Namto

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
Of The

Address

Daily Ledger & Times

City

State

GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager
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IATH-RE can you find recIV ipes for the superb
dishes served in restaurants?
In "Gastronomique," a labitious rictv 'cOpk book by Ida
raiicy Allen, famed food authority who's assembled
more than 1,000 culinary'
Treats for those Woo wosh to
Ty gourmet cooking at home.

Easy Coking
Are the dishes diffieult'l
Nu! This is what makes the
Ooole so exciting. From .cursin-raToing hors d'oeuvres to
erand finale desserts, all have

1/011

sunThe process by which a
is
flower moves with the sun
explanacalled heliotropism. The
tion IS that the plant's cepa grow
faster on the shaded side of the.
stem, causing the curvature.

maionit,

fake a tip from

EMIR NATURE

been simplified to save busy
people's time.
Mrs. Allen has utilized
gourmit products for many
of the recipes and, as added
help to her realers, she has
appondrd a nation-wide list
of shops that carry these intriguing specialties.
Three of Mrs. Allen's
grande cuisine recipes follow
They're planned to round out
a menu starring Rock Cornish Game Hens for the main
course.
Satsdish Leaf: For eace

PERSONALS
Mrs. George Williams is restini!
wall at the Murray Hospital where
she has been a patient for the
past week. As yet she Is not allowed to have visitors.
••••
Mr. and Mrs Rob Huie and Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Shroat spent the
weekend in Louisville, Ky.. Visiting with Dr. Carl Everett Shroat
end family.

r--

Since the start of the US. government's surplus disposal program in 1954. India has acquired
266,000.000 bushels of wheat, or
the equivalent in flour, more than
any other country.

.taire
EACH CRISP lettuce leaf on this decorative-looking platter
is 11110 with an individual serving of SwedIalh' Leaf salad.
person, arrange on good:teed lettuce leaf a heaping
tsp. of the following: shredled herring fillets, with a
little grated appls and diced
celery blended With mayona ha rd-PnflkM
Mai.
ut length-wise and spread
mustard and
Bohemian
::th
eayonnalse. Top with red
tad black caviar. Garnish
A-1th ripe olives and cress.
Jumbo Asparagus Meun'ere: Cook 2 pkg. frozen
eirbo asparagus. according
o pkg directions. Drain.
In small sausepan. heat Vs
butter until light brown
Ind has fragrant aroma of
_ aasted nuts. Add le tbsp
emon juice and Le tsp
nineed parsley. Pour over asiaraeus. Garnish with
,
hopped toasted walnuts.
ierves I.
et.)N-(1 ton Cit snant hs'isd apnies
Giant Baked Apples Wash,
:.i ridding. glazed w.th a marmalade juice mixture.

ii

core but do not peel 6 large
tart red baking apples. Spoon
out centers. Stuff apples with
1 12 lb I can plum pudding,
cold. Dot with I tsp. each
butter and sugar.
ellausa—resistant
baking dish. Add le. c. eaeh
apple ;uice, pineapple juice
and hot water. Bake 45 min.
at 375 to 400•F.
Remove apples from pan.
Strain juice. Stir in lse c
apricot or orange marmalade
blended with 2 tbsp cornstarch and 2 tbsp. water Add
5.4 C. pineapple juice. Stircook until boiling.
Arrange apples in baking
dish. Pour sauce over each
Heat and glaze a few min. is'
hot oven. 400 F. Decorate top
of each apple with five
blanched almonds. Serve
warm as Is, or blaze In baking
dish using lemon extract

Fresh Colors
FIRST COUPLE OF EL SALVADOR IN U. S.— President Jose
Maria Lemus (center) of El Salvador and his wife are
greeted by Charlottesville, Va., Mayor Thomas J. Michie
before touring the historic Thomas Jefferson house. Later
the visitors flew to Washington for a three-day state visit.
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Plaza Beauty Salon
201 So. 5th St. (Formerly Dr. Mason Office)
POLLY JONES - ANNA HUIE
Owners and Operators
PLaza 3-2952

1(111FFIS FUT TINT

EASTER FLOWERS
•

S

ocial Catenates

Monday, March 23rd
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet in the legion hall at
7 pen_ "Community Service" will
be the program topic. Mrs. Sohn
Williams is program leader. Hostesses will be Mrs. August Wilson
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
••••
The Murray Toastmistress club
will meet in the Health Center,
Olive Street, at 730 in the evening.
• • ••
The Calloway County Country
Club will have a meeting at the
club house at 8 pm.
•• ••
Tuesday. March 24th
The Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumnae chapter will meet at 8- 30 pm.
at the Murray Electric building
for a pot luck supper. Guests will
be Alpha S,g alumnae who are
not members of the local alumnae
chapter.
Like ants. termites are social
insects. But the two are no more
closely related than are monkeys
and horses.

..00sara
NAIRDONT --4 Marie Custer. 15,
Wichita. Kan, high school
soph, does her studying at
home in this photo. And why'
Well, aria showed up on St
Patrick's day with her hair
dyed green, and Principal
James Dye (what a coincidence) told her to return home.

No Pabst Odor

Order Your
EASTER CORSAGE
Early, and Avoid The Rush!

Shirley Florist

Fos/ Drying

dad Washable?

500 No. 4th

STARKS

(aOSED EASTER SUNDAY)

HARDWARE
12th & Poplar

OPEN TUESDAY 17,17
A NEW AUTOMATIC

COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY
AT 13th and MAIN STREETS

,WirekAiraliter,
NOW

ENDS
TUESDAY

The $1411:1. The delight! ,
Tfit.getattellaf theN.Yehood;

26 WASHERS
DRY - 10 cents

20 MINUTES
FOR 20 CENTS

R=E
I2
D

Plenty of Hot, Soft Water

- Open 24 Hours Daily -

;ilen.auteeir of "Geoinremloue.'
THE CHFF. Charles Peemrnac. gives his OK as Ida ri
.- ±re
with Sauce M
readies a main dish platter of Rack Cornish Hens zee: Asearagus
v.-et (oriulsion. Arether dar.ger is is reasonably twrift. no premature
occur
water dropoes _will fall from drying of the negative will
that
otography
ene negative in , the enlerger to while It is still in the enlarger.
the projection • lens knrnedietely
below.
ED In 14.F.R4L8)
115
About 27.000 persons In the
Water on the enlarger lens will
UPI staff Photographer
States died during 1958 as
of
United
diffusion
the
complete
cause
phoAny self-respecting etio:eur
of accidents In and about
result
to
a
Needless
the
easel.
on
image
tographer dould be shocked to
on the lens is very psi- the home.
see what goes on in a newspa- say, water
end utmost care should
per cameraman's darkroom when desirable
in removing it. getter
be is under pressure to meet a be _used
try to prevent it from happicture deadline only minutes still,
in the first place by drainway. The strange thing is that pening
possible water - from T.
the resulting photogrephs are us- -ins all
before inserting it
RESTAURANT
ually perfect ,in both quality and negative
the enlarger. A glassless
matter.
subject
DINNERS - STEAKS - CHOPS carrier ei a must in this
The thought of making prints
operation:
SANDWICHES
ORDERS
wet
SHORT
soaking
still
e from a negative
I usually Wiser the r,egative ir
would unnerve most eriateurs SiCOUNTRY HAM
thought this is common proced- a wetting agert such as Ease,.
proeill'
This
Photo-F1'
Kodak's
lab.
ure In a neees photo
Delicious Food Served
e many hazards in a breakdown of si,face ten,;
There
be,
and
Lee
negative's
the
printing wet negatives. Perhaps on
Quickly and Courteously
the gre.tes is the possibility of It prevents the Eirirdreq.s fti
time
.and if the printifl
seratching or reteulation of the. foring

Plenty of Free Parking Room
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Full Time Attendant On Duty
Leave Dry Cleaning or Laundry You Wish To Be Ironed!

FAST SERVICE

in by 9...out by 5

BOONE LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
•
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take a

TWO GLRLS SPRING COATS.
size 8 and 10 .year, 2 dusters, 2
fuarnale. 'VA stzr .12a, .YeAlfi. .C.4.11
3-23C
' after 4:00 p.m., HU 9-2130.
I
LOG CABIN IN BLOOD RIVER
area, .4 of mile off Kirby Trail,
Size 16x24 with screned-in porch
and firc place. Also aluminum
boat and Johnson 30 Motor. Phone
3-22C
PL 3-2752 or PL 3-3596.

1

10THERIATUIE

SEWING MACHINE SALES and
service. Contact Leon Hall before
1 8:00 a.m. or after 4:00 om. Phone
PLaza 3-2609.
44C
MCOMEY-SAVING OPPORTUNITY
to 'Sry Spencer Foundations and
Brae designed Individually for you.
uctory offer on two new
I
s March 1 to April 30. Mrs.
fa
C
ttne Tabcrs, Phone Maze

PERSONALIZE WITH METAL
monograms from the Ledger and
Times Office Supply Department.
Self adhesing, bevelled edge, rust
3-30C proof. Suitable for Automobiles,
brief cases, cameras, compacts,
rguns. gifts, hobbies, luggage, teethBIG SAVING ON Spencer ercraft, metalcrafts, motorcycles,
illy design ed supports. optical cases, office supplies.
x Harris, Phone PLaza 3- sporting goods, typewriter cases.
TFC
3-25P See them today.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-1 ,rUckards
3•1.'he.s Oct.)
9-Witty saying
12-llroup of
three
13-Toward the
sheltered side
14-Guido's
high not•
15- Lubricate
16-Handle of a
sword
17-Vail short
18-artificial
language
11-Courageous
person
20- 'ot lng
Joh:dance
21-titherwls•
23-Strike
tetanal
ISellinit
Japamse
currency
26-Scorches
24-Reach acroas
30-Football
pmItion
(abbei
St-Kind of cloth
93. Row
15-Paid notice
57-Mkblay
30-Swimmer
42- Sox
44-Sound a
whistle
4g-Ftrirk cloth
41-'Silkfarm
49-Solemn
ornnike
Cl- Pre no.I,ion
S'.S.
[le
11-1'n.mnIcsve4
r.4-1•rore on
cone
with •
hammer
56-ntirrouring
animal
17-MerrIment
It-Golf mound
50- Volts
Si- Hebrew
measure
DOWN
1-Retall
Ilshments
2.‘'Morful bird
3-Sesame
-
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make eveything new!
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FEMALE HELP. AGE 18 TO 35.
High school education. Inquire at
Boone Laundry and Cleaners. TFC
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LADIES DO YOU HAVE A NEED
to earn money? Become an Avon
Representative near your own
home. It's pleasant and profitable
v -irk Miss Alma Catlett. P. 0
Box 1004, Paducah, Kentucky...
3-28C

/7.'7. 51
4
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LOST & FOUND

4
I

55
38

'''''

:..7-ab„
,'
6'.
.

1°4e.0

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 23

LOST: SPANIEL MALE DOG,
tan and white, with out collar.
Answers to Rip. Call Rev. Spear3-24P
man PL 3-5104.

STARKS
HARDWARE
12th & Poplar
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-Yea." Harlingen said, "but as think so, I wouldn't nave brought
giarco angruy at Ralph Harlinup this proposition in the first
as Helene goes-"
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"And you can't go any further place I couldn t work with some
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one I didn't respect "
that."
"I did nut “sergt that lra Mil- than
"I KhOW that, Murray and I
"You Know what I mean, Murier ch ate ene cal that killed
ray She put nim in a very bad appreciate the compliment. out
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about ner
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of Pearl
eaer break that rued was to run about that just think
a partnership. Get nine people doMiller
down and Kip Charles Ptrosy."
got the Supreme
"I'd rattle' not, Harlingen said ing it, and you've
There was a croon. Pearl Stiller
See what I mean?"
with a depth ot feeling. -What an Court.
said, -1 see
Harlingen
stood at the door, an empty tray experience! The way that poor
"Yes,"
'
in net nand& shattered cups anti
what you
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saucers at net feet, a dark stain
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"I know Ralph, do you intend
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agony ot the ultimate
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w.,s in her voice. "you said you'd room and crying then hearts out better financially
"No. I don't In fact. I know
ni sec tell! You said you'd never for all the worthless men in their
do anywhere near as welt
tell!"
lives. In view of that do you stilt Wont
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LOOKS CHIPPER - Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles pre.
:tents this cheery smile on leavhospital.
Reed
Walter
ing
Washington, to go for a drive.

- et set -I-Or EASTER with
r.-G
spotless 0-:nitone dry cleaning
by

BOO'S

‘e.,,Je Vene 2 Tau t
A ND it came to pass the day after, that He
of
ziwent into a city called Nain: and many
people.

His disciples went with Him, and much
"Now when He came nigh to the gate of the
citY, behold, there was a dead man carried out,
the only son of his mother, and she was a
widow: and much people of the city was with
her.
"And when the Lord saw her, He had compassion on her, and said unto her, Weep not.
"And He came and touched the bier: and
they that bare hirn stood stilL And He said,
Young m-an, I say unto thee, Arise.
& "And he that was dead at up, and began
to speak. And He delivered him to his mother.
"And there came a fear on all. and they
glorified God, saying, That a great prophet is
risen up among us; and, That God hath visited

Superior Thoroughness Makes Clothes
Look and Fel Like
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EASTER SPECIALS!
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His people."
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Services Offered

FEMALE HELP
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15

EMale Help Wanted

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no answer ALUM AWNINGS WILL SAVE
call collect Union City, Tennessee, You money this month. Have
TFC several sizes in stock, also Alum
phone TU 5-9361.
siding. 7 colors, 10 Alum windows,
SPRING SPECIAL. 1 SINGER 1 doo: $199.00 installed. No down
automatic, only $199.50. 1 used payment. 36 months to pay. Home
console $69.50. 2 used portables, Comfort Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph
$25 00. 4 treadles, $5 ea. Singer PL 3-3607,
TFC
Sewing Machine Repaesentative,
Rill Adams. PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
80 ACRE FARM. 6 ROOM HOUSE,
TFC good outbui!dings, good state of
cultivation with tobacco base. Well
located. Can be sold worth the
money. Possess:on with deed.
6 ROOM HOUSE, HARDWOOD
LARGE THREE ROOM HOUSE floors with bath, built-in cabinets,
on hiahwey. Can have garden. on one acre land in Almo Heights.
About 7 miles east of Murray. Can be sold on terms. Worth the
3-26! money.
144 ACRE FARM, GOOD HOUSE
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL and tenant house, 314 acre Lbacco
basement, newly decc,rated. See at base, can be s bought worth 'the
3-22C money. Possession with deed. W.
509 South ath. stret.
H. Brown'RealEstate, ()flee GatSIX ROOM HOUSE FOR RENT
lin Bldg.. Murray, Ker:.tucky, teletwo blocks of court square. Will
phone PLaza 3-3432, residence
be vacant April I. Also house
• 3-23C
PLaza 3-1311.
close to five p_ints, big garden
space. Spann & Waldrop. Phone
PL 3-5646.
ELEVEN EXTRA NICE, HIGH
FOUR RO4pM APARTMENT, bath, producing registered Jersey cows,
osets, verearleelly-'
heat and water furnished. garage 15 rdonths old). Suitable for showavailable. 1322 Main - Phone PL ing and club work. Also twenty
3-25C bred registered Angus heifers and
3-1519.
junk! Some of thz best and Most ,
The tiny southwestern English
eine young bull. Floyd DeLacey,
scarce items ever offered at any I
back
3.500
Utter; Kentucky, phone RE 3-4393. port of Portland dates
sale. Nothing sold privately. Paul
3-23C years. to the Phoenician traders.

-FORRENT
[

Answer to Saturday's Pusioe

AUCTION SALE

Rogers, owner - Douglas Shoemaker, Auctioneer, Tell 'others.
3-26C

AUCTION SALE: Saturday, March
28th, 1:00 p.m. - Rain Cr shine
at the Paul Rogers' home on North
16th Extended, just o/f Northwest BOY TO -DELIVER daily Couriercorner Murray State Campus near Journal route in Murray. Must
five points. Mr. Rogers, who is a live West of 12th street, age 14 to
building contractor, livestockman 15. Write to Waner rtancock,
department,
carculation
farmer, is in peer health and count-y
and
NEW AND USED PIANOS, Seibmachinery and equip- Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky,
offering
is
urn White, 403 Chestnut St., Mur3-23P
been cared
3-23P ment that has always
ray, Ky,
for in a mechanical way when
OM,
1955 CHEVROLET, 2-door, hard- needed. This is one of the most
top. Good condition. C3ll PL 3- complete offerings, something any
3-23P fargier or contractor needa, in5171. cleas.
cluding: 1952 Ferguson 30 tractor, WASH DAY 18 NO PROBLEM
DOUBLE, RED SPRINGS AND elow disc. 1- and 2-row cultivat- when yew Le I' our self service
inner spring mattress. Call PL 3- ors, rotary hoe, mower, scraper laundrette. ‘Vash 244. Dry 1Ge. We ;
3-24P blade, scoop subsAler, hole digger,
3086_
never close. Speed Wash, 207
applicator, weed sprayFOR A HOISCLICW BOAT trailer anhydrous
4-23C
Seventh Street,
while South
at a price you can afford to pay, er lworks Off cultivator
elevator (grain
sec Wil:.arns Radiator and Auto plowing). 40-foot
w planter (horse
Glass Segvice, 1107 Chestnut St., or hay), two-ro
with tractor hitch, Farmall
PL 3-5524.
3-24C drawn)
It tractor, plow, disc, cultivator,
COMBINATION 17-in, TV, RADIO two sets of disc hillers, three
and 3-speed record player, nice rubber tire wagons 170 bu. beds i
mahogany Motorola console model, with false end gates). grease gun
has good sound system-$100.00. with filler. 3 cu, ft. concrete '
See Grayson McClure. PL 3-5150. mixer, 8-inch bench saw with
3-'25P motor (1 horse),' 6-inch joint,
with stand, 24-inch lathe wilts
BOYS SUITS CHEAP, ONE SIZE , stand, 18-inch band saw and stand
10, beiee coat, brown pants; ene comptete with motor, hack saw
, o1ute linen coat, navy complete with motor. Stanley misize
pants. Excellent condition. Mrs.! ter saw complete with stand, two
Grayson McClure. PL 3-5150. 3-25P skill saws, two electric drills, chain I
G
heist (block and line). 200 gallon
11 WEANING PIGS, OR WILL
shovels, wrench".
for can
. fn. C. L. Burton, phone roof Paint, 1:4-ks5.4m
HEcle
tra
.25p ..other hand tools and many other
3
things. Plan to attend this sale r
USED REFRIGERATOR, CHEAP I and contact Mr. Rogers at home
aalTR-l-rar- pinata-PT -ea e '"9-C1811 -Luc- _intiaza.
matian. Terms csa be made for
items above $100. Positively no

tip No
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process by which a sunmoves with the aun is
heliotropism. The explanaI that the plarit's ca/la grow
the,
on the shaded side of
causing the curvature.

SL Luke 7: 11-16
Two other instances of miracles of resurrection by Jesus are told by Saints Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John. One involved the 12year-old daughter of Jairus, a ruler of the
synagogue. On the other occasion. Jesus
brought back to life Lazarus, who had died and
been lying in a tomb four days.

Men's

Ladies

99.

(Cash and Carry)

Boone Cleaners
South

Side Square

Phone PL 3-2552
- aite Buabinal4ar
by ir
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SLATS
--THIS MESS 0'(UGH) SOAP
FOR,
BUBBLES I'LL
BUSTER. 4s,j.ATS THE
DEAL

I_4f
0ATHLESi GRO6O1145!! YOU HAVE A
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOUR
NATION AND YOUR TOWN N A
TIME OF DIRE NEED! ARE
Y01.1 WILLING TO MAKE A
SMALL SACRIFICE?

felDW ALL WE HAVE
TO DO IS ACQUAINT
BATHLESS GRC66INS
WITH THE SMALL
SACRIFICE -

HIS (GASF
1
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

motifmaw"mom
By 100 N O'SULLIVAN
Ui:..RE can you find recipes for the superb
dishes served in restaurants/
In ''Oastrohomiclue." a fabulous new cook book by Ida
r.ailey Allen, famed food authority who's assembled
more than 1.000 culinary
treats for Abase who %Ash to
• i-jt gourmet cooking at home.
Easy Caokinq
Are the dishes difficult"
Itol This is what makes the
Once; so exciting. From curalt-raising hors d'oeuvres to
stand finale (lessens, all have

•
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The process by which a sunis
flower raw;es with the sun
explanacalled heliotropism. The
tion-is Mat the plant's cells grow
faster on the shaded side of the,
stern. causing the curvature.

Phone PL 3-4707

take a tip from

110TBER NATURE

been simplified to are busy
people's time.
Mrs. Allen has utillsed
gourmet products for many
of the recipes and, as added
help to her realers. she has
aptomdcd a nation-wide list
of shops that carry these intriguing specla:tie.
Three of Mrs. Allen's
grande cuisine recipes follovi
Thea ie planned to round out
a menu starring Rock Cornish Game Hens for the main
course.
Swedish Leaf: For each

rNtrEyY-se

PERSONALS

I
•

as desii
i °duet,

..:.s. George Williams is restin!
a...i at the Murray Hospital where
she has been a pauent for the
past week. As yet she is not allowed to have visitors.
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Huie and Mr.
and alfs. Jeff Shroal spent the
weekeird in Louisville. Ky., visiting with Dr. Carl Everett Shroat
and

Cl

.5 M
11(
' -tie

•
OK BI
vidual
s. Nix

CF
Since the start of the U.S. government's surplus disposal program in 1954. India has acquired
266,000.000 bushels of wheat, or
the equivalent in flour, more than
any other country.

EACH CRISP lettuce leaf on this decorative-looking -platter
is filled with an individual serving of Swedish Leaf salad.

•

core but do not peel 6 large
tart red baking apples. Spoon
out centers. Stuff apples with
I i2 lb i can plum pudding,
cold. Dot with 1 tsp. each
butter and sugar.
Place in flame - resistant
ltdd-Wr: radY
with Bohemian mustard and
apple juice, pineapple juice
mayonnaise. Top with red
and hot water. Bake 45 min.
sad black caviar. Garnish at 375 to 400'F.
sith ripe olives and cress.
Remove apples from pan.
Jambe Asparagus MeunStrain juice. Stir in 4 c
'ire: Cook 2 pkg. frozen apricot or orange marmalade
ambo asparagus. according
blended with 2 tbsp. corno pkg directions. Drain.
starch and 2 tbsp. water Add
112 c. pineapple iuice. StirIn vrall saueepsn, heat v3
cook until boiling.
e butter until light brown
and has fragrant aroma of
Arrange apples in baking
pasted nuts. Add L2 tbsp
dish. Pour sauce over each
emon juice and Le tsp. Heat and glaze a few min. ir
nineed parsley. Pour over as- hot oven. 400- F. Decorate top
sariers. Garnish with of each apple with five
Si
hoppedtOasted walnuts. blarolied almonds. Serve
Serves I.
warm as La. or blaze in baking
AIAL3NES ton off giant bated apples atuffeo
Giant Raked Apples Wash, dish using lemon extract
glaz -f. ...th 3 marmalade juice mixture.
4

• oar-se—,° eleneweerer'siw' — It—me

person. arrange on good Aged lettuce leaf a heaping
tsp. of the following: shredded herring fillets, with a
little grated apple and diced
celery blended with mayonaalse. half a hard-cooked egg

-

AC
1- I

Fresh Colors
FIRST COUPLE OF Et SALVADOR IN U. S.— President Jose
Maria Lemus (center) of El Salvador and his wife are
greeted by Charlottesville, Va., Mayor Thomas J. Michie
before touring the historic Thomas Jefferson house. Later
the visitors flew to Washington for a three-day state visit

.
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SWl
17- Vol
18-Ant
tan
19-Cot
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20-So'
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21-Utt
23-81r

ri.lod.
0, 247 mum..bon oil Co:or

Plaza _Beauty Salon

25-1.7n!
Jai
Cur
15-Sec
214- Tie:

201 So. 5th St. (Formerly Dr. Mason Office)
POLLY JONES - ANNA HUlE
Owners and Operators
PLaza 3-2952

000
(Ph
21-Kbs

ss• nei
33-Pal
37- Misl
39-SW
42- Solt
41-Sosi
wh1
4S47.1111
•
49-Sol.

WIFE'S FLAT TINT

EASTER FLOWERS

No Paint Odor

91-Pre
52-Sea
Si-fin

Order Your
EAStER CORSAGE
Early, and Avoid The Rush!

s

ocial Caiandar

Monday. March 23rd
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet in the legion hall at
7 p.m. "Community Service" will
be the program topic. Mrs John
Williams is program leader Hostesses will be Mrs August Wilson
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
••••
The Murray Toastmietress club
wal meet in the Health Center,
Olive Street, at 7:30 in the evening.
• • ••
The Calloway County Country
Club will have a meeting at the
club house at 8 p.m.
• • •• .
Tuesday. kgarch 24th
The Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumnae chapter will meet at 6-30 pm.
I at the Murray Electric building I
I for a pot luck supper. Guests wtU I
be Alpha S.g alumnae who are '
not members of the local alumnaf
chapter.

Custer, 15,
NAIRDONT
Wichita. Kan, high school
soots, does her studying at
home in this photo. And why ?
Well, she showed up on SL
Patrick's day with her hair
dyed green, and Principal
James Dye (what a coincidence) told her to return home.

Shirley Florist
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66-Mlr
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ro- mei
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and Washable''. ,
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500 No. 4th
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(CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY)
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COIN OPERATED LAUNDRY

I. ge ans. termites ...are ox, :sects But the tam are no mi
closely :elated than are monkeys
and horses

l

AT 13th and MAIN STREETS

n
e
c
titsnin

114-ivirAidr
NOW!
•

•

20 MINUTES
FOR 20 CENTS

85;t.

26 WASHERS :::RLYAEIR1E
DRY 10 cents
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Plenty of Hot. Soft Water

m
thingever
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- Open 24 Hours Daily -

'

Gastror
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Ai.en authir
THE CHIT. Charles Premmv
'readies a main dish platter of Itxk Cornish Hens and Asparagus with Settee

•
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Plenty of Free Parking Room

Photography
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Full Time Attendant On Duty
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Leave Dry Cleaning or Laundry You Wish To Be Ironed!
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Wet emulsion. Another danger is is reasonabl# swift. no premature
that water droplets -will fall froM drying of the negative will ()Mtn*
tige negative in the enlarger to while it is still in the enlarger.
the projection lens immediately
below.
By ED FIM/341.11.KALD
Abut 27.000 persons in the
Water on the enlarger lens will
UPI titan Photographer
• ...et:: pho- cause complete diffusion of the United States died- during 1958 as
Ar.y
a' in and about
tographer Would be shocked to image on the easel. -Needless to a result of accidentsee •what goes on in a newspa- say. ssooer, on the Alerts is vegy psi- the home.
per e.ilnerarnan's darkroom when. desirable and utrnait ,care should
it. Better
be :s under preasmie to meet a be used in removing
deadline only minutes :till, try to prevent it from happicture
away. The strange thing is that pening in the tint place by drainthe resulting photographs are us- ing all possible water from the
.
s 3r
RESTAURANT
ually perfect in both' quality and negative before inserting it Into
the enlarger. A glassless negative
subject matter.
DINNERS • STEAKS - CHOPS •
The thought of making prints carrier is a must in this sore of
operation.
wet
still,
soaking
negative
a
from
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
I usually place the negative in
would unnerve must- amateurs alCOUNTRY HAM
as
agent
such
Eastman
wetting
proceda
common
thought this is
Kodak's Photo-Flo. This produces
ure in a news photo lab.
Delicious Food Served
There are many nazards in a breakdown of surface tension
*printing wet negatives. Perhaps on the negative's face and beck.
Quickly and Courteously
ebeepiewofrom 4
-44--peavelets -the
the greoses-tt.--4he---pswaegaii4*-.
ssiatehong or reticulation of the forming _and .1 the prir.l.r.g
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•
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by which a sunwith the sun is
pism. The explanaplint's cells grow
shaded side of the,
the curvature.
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a NATURE
NO-TICE

I

NEY-SAVING OPPORTUNITY
try Spencer Foundations and
s designed individually for you.
roductory offer on two r.-2-im
new March 1 to April 30. Mrs.
.stine Tabers, Phone PLaza
a0.• 3-30C

K BIG SAVING 3N Spencer
vidually designed supports.
s Nix Harris, Phone PLaza 33-25P

SEWING MACHINE SALES and DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE,
service. Contact Leon Hall before Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
8:00 a.m. or after 4:00 p.m. Phone by two-way radio. Call collect
PLaza 3-2809.
4-4C Mayfield. Phone 433. If no answer
call collect Union City, Tennessee,
, phone TV 5-9361.
TFC
PERSONALIZE WITH METAL
SINGER
1
SPECIAL.
SPRING
monogri.ms from the Ledger and
Times Office Supply Department. automatic, only $199.50. I used
Self adhesing, bevelled edge, rust console $69.50. 2 used portables,
proof. Suitable for Automobiles, $25.00. 4 treadles, $5 ea. Singer
brief cases, cameras, compacts, Sewing Machine Repeesen tatIve,
guns, gifts, hobbies, luggage, leath- Bill Adams, PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
ercraft, metalcrafts, motorcycle,, 3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
TFC
optical cases, office supplies,
sporting goods, typewriter cases.
TFC
See them today.
Answer to Saturday's Powe
LARGE THREE ROOM HOUSE
on highway. Can have garden.
About 7 miles east of Murray.
0
3-26P
Phone PL 3-5651.

FFOR

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-I lrukan.l.

Colors

•

1410111g new!
;
ye soli, did •IviolP
slew entli Nudes. flal
•ir too in efl modes
odor Its on alard Set
km matt uron 10 a Off.
et 24 sn 11i4Laii Evian
is lents with (Ger 4.lad,

6-Chess piece
9-Witty saying
12-t1roup of
three
13-Toward the
sheltered aide
14-11tiltio's
high not•
15-1.uhrIcate
16- fiend!, of a
sword
17-Fall short
18-A rtihctal

language
19-Courageous
person
20-14,..thing

_ - •

1,IINIt6!IVO

21 -Otherwise
23-Strike
25-1:nit of
Japan's('
-currency 2
211-Scorches
28-tleaeh across
30- Foot hell
proltIon
(abbel
31-K Ind of cloth
13- Rew
115-Ps17 notice

c'tts

/IS-Swimmer
42-Sock
44-Seiin4 •
whistle
411-11nrk cloth
47-•1111( farm
•
49-Snleniri
promise
51-Prepo•I I ton
5?.- Rea eagle
Sl.tTn•mnleved
54-rrge on
ifs.flresa stone
with a s,
- hammer
fill•Onreowing
animal
57-Merriment
filt-CMI mound
Di-Units
SO-Hebrew
men sure
DOWN
1-R•tsil
II•hrnento
2-oeleirful bird
3-sesame
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e

tint Odor
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URFEES
PAIN TtSj
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ts.int
11•Itepast•
10 lait's tiaras
11 %Maly
lt; itrunour
17-Note of seals
19 iiiing -team, d
lird
1111-111embat
Carnenter's
•

RENTiiii

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL
basement, newly decorated. See at
3-22C
509 South 0.,th. stret.
SIX ROOM HOUSE FOR RENT
two blocks of court square. Will
be vacant April 1. Also house
close to five p_ints, big garden
space. Spann & - Waldrop. Phone
3-25C
PL 34i646.

A

24-1.1Aely
17.4-7,•red with
211-U ider (poet.)
37-Game at
eioslo

311-Head (slang) 50-Synilea tor
tellurium
40-oulmlnation
-IligNIC. beat,
l'w.lI-44-494.-e+4441048-m---- youg StrIpM APART
nweuele
big closets, electrically equipped,
43
alt ainrinoitiatie
114-Shs•le
Coloring
heat and water furnished, garage
56- A si..te
as-Yet ni of
45-Stories
(abbr.)
affer•tiOn
available. 1322 Main - Phone PL
4e-Note or simn•
(cotton 1
3-25C
3-1519.
,•:',..;',5 6 - 7 8 .,... 4 10 11
2 3 4
I
44

,
.
g

15
Is

C.....•:,
1.7,•7,11/''''
3-2'

21

FEMALE HELP

•.: 14
•
.• 17

'
:.
5

12

FEMALE HELP AGE 18 TO 35.
High school education. Inquire at
Boone Laundry and Cleaners. TFC

• 210
'
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V .\•.:`;':•:,:: 30
27 -.\:-:2#28
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'
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32
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LADIES DO YOU HAVE A NEED
to earn money? Become an Avon
Representative nea:- your own
home. It's pleasant and 'profitable
v. ark Miss Alma Catlett, P. 0.
Bo,< 1004. Paducah. Kentucky.
3-28C

26

55

LOST & FOUND

I

1:,,iz%stii
sirs

't
e:Se
ifore 59

38

r--

LOST: SPANIEL MALE DOG
tan and white, with Out collar
Ansv..ers to Rip. Call Bev. Spear3-24P
man PL 3-5194.

i ...
Distr. by United Ftur. Syndicate. Int, 23
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CANCLAff
A MASTER MYSTERY

Poplar

COseengis,ust ...Jule, 5n. rft4111 kg piesamlas at sh• seeer• wahlmaer aseaara alma' asinsassi w113as Vailma Eseesams
•

4th.

AUCTION SALE!

Rogers, owner •- Douala" Sh04n4aker, Auctioneer. Tell others.

AUCTION SALE: Saturday, March
28th, 1:00 p.m. -- Rain <A- shine
at the Paul Rogers' home on North
16th Extended, just off Northwest BOY TO DELIVER daily Couriercorner Murray State Campus near Journal route in Murray. Must
five points. Mr. Rogers, who is a live West of 12th street. age 14 to
building contractor, livestockman 15. Write to War.er riancock,
circulation
depai-tment,
NEW AND USED PIANOS. Seib- and farmer, is in poar health arid count-y
urn Whlte. 403 Chestnut St., Mur- is offering machinery and equip- Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky,
3-23P
, merit that has always been cared
3-231
ALUM AWNI,NGS WILL SAVE ray, Ky.
You money this month. Have
for irt a mechanical way when
PM.
several sizes in stock, also Alum 1955 CHEVROLET, 2-door, hard- needed. This is one of the most
siding. 7 colors, 10 Alum windows, top. Good condition. Call PL 3- complete offerings, something any
••
1 doo: $199.00 installed. No down 5171, diias.
3-23P farmer or contractor needs, inpayment. 36 months to pay. Home
Icluding: 1952 Ferguson 30 tractor. WASH DAY IS NO PROBLEM
Comfcrt Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph DOUBLE Era.) SPRINGS AND plow, disc, I- and 2-row cultivat- when you
c our self service
inner spring mattress. Call PL
PL 3-3607.
TFC
ors, rotary hoe, mower, scraper laundrette. W...Nh 20. Dry lot, Wej
3086.
3-24P blade, scoop subs.iler, hole digger,
267
never
close. Speed
FOR A HOISCLAW BOAT trailer anhydrous applicator, weed spray4-23C
South
Street,
Seventh
80 ACRE FARM. 6 ROOM HOUSE, at a price you can
afford to pay, er (works Off cultivator while
good outbui:dings, good state of see
Will:3ms Radiator and Auto plowing). 40-foot elevator (grain
-rcultivation with tobacco base. Well Glass Service, 1107 Chestnut St., or' hay), two-row planter (horse
located. Car, be sold worth the PL 3-5524.
drawn)
tractor
with
Farman
hitch,
3-24C
money. Possession with deed.
M tractor, plow, disc, cultivatar,
----- 6 ROOM HOUSE, HARDWOOD COMBINATION 17-in. TV, RADIO two sets of disc hitters, thrt-e
floors with bath, built-in cabinets, and 3-speed record player, nice rubber tire wagons 170 bu, beds
on one acre land in Alin° Heights. mahogany Motorola console model, with false end gates), grease gun •
Can be sold on terms. Worth the has good sound system-8100 00. with filler, 3 Cu, ft. concrete
money.
See Grayson McClure. PL 3-5150. mixer, 8-inch bench saw with
144 ACRE FARM, GOOD HOUSE
3-25P motor (1 horse, 6-inch jointer
and tenant house, 314 acre Lbacco
with stand, 24-inch lathe with
base, can be bought worth the BOYS SUITS CHEAP, ONE SIZE stand, 18-inch.band saw) and stand]
money. Possession with deed. W. 10, beige coat, brown pants; one ' complete with motor, hack saw •
Estate, Ofice Gat- size 12, white linen coat, navy complete with motor. Stanley miH. Brown
lin Bldg., Murray, Kentucky. tele- pants. Excellent condition. Mrs.1 ter saw complete with stand, two
PLaza 3-3432, residence Grayson McClure, PL 3-5150. 3-25P ' skill saws, two electric drills, chain
phone
- 3-23C 11
PLaza 3-1311.
WEANING PIGS. 7E-lit wiLL hoist (block and line). 200 gallon
trade VI- corn. C. L. Burton, phone roof paint, picks, shove's, wrenches,
- 3-2ep other hand tools and many other ,
HE 5-4247.
• things. Plan to attend this sale
ELEVEN EXTRA NICE, HIGH
wa,4 usri) RFFRIG,FR ATOR_ ('HEAP one& es-iry1oe5
I.8.134e44._
prosisseang registered Jwra
1TP or phone PLaza 2-5140 for infor10 heifers and 3 young bulls lone 1602 Olive Eteucled, Apt. 1.
rnatial. Terms csa be made for
15 months old). Suitable for showing and club work. Also twenty
items above $100. Positively no
bred registered Angus heifers and
junk! Some of tha best and most
The tiny southwestern English
cite .young bull. Floyd DeLacey,
items ever offered at any
scarce
3,500
beck
dates
Utica, Kentucky, phone RE 3-4393. port of Portland
sale. Nothing sold privately. Paul
3-23C years. to the Phoenician traders.

E
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Male Help Wanted

1

Services Offered
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LOOKS CHIPPER - Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles pre.
gents this cheery smile on leavhospital.
Walter Reed
ing
Washington, to go for a drive.

Get set ibr EASIER with

spotless 0-:nitone dry cleaning
by

BOOS

Rai

"---"XeJe WeTe Witeu€9‘t
0-83

A ND it came to

pass the day biter, that He
-tiwent into a city called Nain; and many of
His disciples went with Him, and much people.
"Now when He came nigh to the gate of the
city, behold, there was a dead man carried out,
the only son of his mother, and she was-a
widow: and much people of the city was with

F."

her.
"And when the Lord saw her, He had compassion on her, and said unto her, Weep not.
"And He came and touched the bier: and
they that bare him stood stilL And He said,
Young man, I say unto thee, Arise.
"And he that was dead sat up, and began
to speak. And He delivered him to his mother.
"And there came a fear on all, and they
glorified God, saying, That a great prophet is
risen up among us; and, That God hath visited

Superior Thoroughness Makes Clothes
Look and FeJI Like 1•!..v t.:o;n!
EASTER SPECIALS!

Men's Cc
Ladies

His people."

ELLAN

ARCH

TWO GIRLS SPRING COATS,
size 8 arm 10 year, 2 dusters. 21
formals,-'ioth size 12 years. Call
after 4:00 p.m„ HU 9-2130.
3-23C
-LOG CABIN IN BLOOD RIVER
area, .4 of mile off Kirby Trail.
Size 16x24 with screned-in porch,
and fin. place. Also alurninten
boat and Johnson 30 Motor, Phone
PL 3-2752 or PL 3-3596,
3-22C

No departmental trial to worry the case I gave you some papers
CH A PTER 35
ti .o•
E.ILLIX L....s.a.e.-4a./ was evident- 7:buot mph, all that back pay .son • o a taoe -rut
nu. ashy 14 at trig to nrm from the ponce torce. one to use them against that cageI)
&
, fin of tigera. And no one could
ed !apathies, but aisu the pa.opiel and Helene waiting What could
nave done tt, tette' It i didp
wou cambial) tett them open. tie be sweeter?"
have brought
glare align* at Ralph Harlin• I "Yes,- liariingen said, "but as think so, I wouldn't
up this proposition in the flew
gen, but Hartiagen shook ms tar as Helene goeswith some work
couldn't
I
place.
"And you can't go any further
bead regretfully.
ogle I didn't respect
than that.
• "1 dai nut ,..aa,gt that Ira Mil- ,
"1 Know that. Murray and
"You know what I mean, Murler cLuve tlis cal that Killed
bad appreciate the compitment. out
Charier Pima), ne sa,o. lit lid ray She put nim in a very
spot, and ne Knows that now He there are other things to ems se:
not. dui there was someone else
Your attitiolza anti
wouse e‘ery interest may (eel differently. about ner at- aren't there?
en Lien
always
don't
mine
ne went through."
was o••untI up with nis. who Knew ter what
"He may, out I don't think she Wouldn't that make trouble".
Cl or) Meet ot nis ide,..‘nc, knew
'It might. But we II 'arab and
Iii istmul tht. 1101•1 elrozy .iou Oil tech. differently about Mtn And •
pull • little and manape to come
Mai. and 111.51 tragically, wilt. at woman who S enoiigh in love with
up
with the right answers toget.11clued Out ut absolute else unquea- a man can be pretty unpredict, er That's now it is in law Get
Diming iove that uie one way to able Any time you. nave doubts
i two people doing it and you've got
ever break that mild was to Van about That wet think of Pearl
a partnership. Get nine people doMiller
do anand kili Charles Pirosy.••
"I'd rather not,' Harlingen said ing it, and you've got the Supreme
Miller
crasfl'l'eaii
a
was
W -There
a depth ot feeling. -What an Court. See what I mean?"
111iii.K1 at the door, an empty tray with
"Yes," Hariingen said. "1 see
experience! The ,tlay that poor
ner nand& shattered cups and
what You mem,
soul --'
saucers at net feet, a dark stain
"Then is It • deal? You'll nave
"I know Ralph, do you Intend
01 coffee creeping outward in toe
LI
criminal to decide quack's. Ralph
practicing
on
keep
to
rug beneath them rhea the tray
sleep on this I may make up with
7"
law
clattered to the floor, anu she
• different point of view, out
"Yes."
clapped ner nanus ovei net ears
yourself, because right now, judging from the way
brace
"Then
ae at to shut out what she nad
your
you're going to see a lot of tears the world looks to me. I'm
heard and all comprehension of IL
betore you're done. That's what
" Harlingen asked
"But why
"Ira, sha-cried out, and all the criminal iaw comes down to agony ot the ultimate betrayal women sitting in back of a court- "It you think you're going to 010
•was in her voice, "you said you'd room and crying their hearts out better financially -"
"No. I don't In fact, I kndw,1
nii%ez tell! You said you'd never for all the worthless men in their
anywhere near-as well
tell!"
byes. In view of that, do you still , won't do
And her answer- was not in any- feel that this is the inh for you?" , financially. But it comes down
tr UMW hire Vol! said
thing Miller saulj tun in the look
hut why are you so con
you remember telling me I didn'tOh i his tact then. Whatever the -Yes.
about it' What are you
cerned
mahe a good cynic?nisn was, Murray Kirk saw, whatMurray?"
at.
getting
' "Yes"
ever he had been or would be,
"A proposition."
1 -Weil you were wrong I made
there would always be a place for
"What kind"a darned good cynic, because it
tom in Purgatory and • chance
partneranip. You and me
"A
never entered my mind for
to, the long climb out of it.
wall:
you
it
Kirk
and
little minute that Londeen firth
lie Miller was a man complete- Harlingen
"
order
alphabetical
it in
innocent and that's about as far
.. ly in ioi,e with nis wife.
partnership?" Harlinget as you can go in that direction.
• • •
"A
ir
Near Broadway was an Auto- knit his brow trying to under It was a blind spot in me that the
mat still open, and while Ralph stand. "Brit %-our detoctive ageney agency rnade. It was the, way
nave
wouid
I mean. you'd be in a pet-unfit Frank
Conmy
Harlingen went ofl in search ot
e•olikin volt"'
And I don t
thought and felt
Its phone booths Murray.Kirk tle• position
the
selling
I'm
.
because
Frank
another
"No.
be
want to
positeu cotes In various slots He i
offer to ash Conmy Ralph. it scares mc -a
was already on nrs irecond sand- agency I've nao an
I'm
selling
but
it,
of
percentage
up like that.
winding
ot
•
Bunk
wich when Harlingen returned.
"Memnon accomplished." said the whole worka I don't know The agency poisoned nun with
Harlingen and then looked et the what kind of u Si it'll amount to suspicion of everybody and everyarray of plates on the table "Say. but under any condition I'm walk, thing in this world. and i can't
ing out. And I think you and I let thnt happen to me But kt
you must be hungry."
You
It I stay with the ageney
am. First time today I've would make a good team."
•thought ot eating,
"We might at that," Harlingen understand What I'm saying,
thanks to your
friend Arnold lainueert. What did said, end then Raid with good-na- don't you?. You're the kind of
he nave to say"
tured malice, "Didn't you once re- person who should. That's why
Harltngen Rat down and placed mark that with yollf nrams be I'm telling you that if you say
his flat on the chair next to him. hind someone eise's mellow voice the word I'm your man."
o..
"Let's use the word partner.
"Oh, ne wasn't too coherent about
Murray shook his head "Let me instead." said Harlingen. "It's got
It. but that's natural. I guess Just
kept saying, 'That's wonderful, tell you something. Ralph I got a nice ring to_i_ti
that's wonderful. and then some- you into Ira Miller's apartment
Murray has a k^cture from
thing about tieing glad to get tonight, but that's all. You nad
away from those so-and-so frying no right to be there, no right to Ruth Vincent awaiting him:
pans. He's told me a few times present anything in evidence "You ran take that look oft
your face right now. Nobody
how he hates being a short-order there, no right to talk to those
wit" 9 genre of humor ahmild
cook. He probably quit the arti people the way you did But you
St's to I ink terribly hurt tetl
the mlnli' he hung up the phone." did it, and you got away with IL
--Why not?' said Murray. "Tie's because, u they say around nay noble" The story will end here
got a bright (wore *heed of him office you were attonol ''1•1 ter' Of

St. Luke 7: 11-16
Two other instances of miracles of resurrection by Jesus are told by Saints Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John. One involved the 12year-old daughter of Jairus, a ruler of the
synagogue. On the other occasion, Jesus
brought back to Lie Lazarus, who had died and
been lying in a tomb four days.
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AUNT FRITZ-AREN'T YOU
GOING TO
L.
LUNCH

WITH ME 3
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SATNLESS GROGGINSi! VOL: SAVE
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOUR
NATION AND YOUR TOWN IN A
TIME OF DIRE NEED,' ARE
YOU WILLING TO MAKE A
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NOW ALL WE HAVE
TO DO IS ACQUAINT
RAINLESS GRL:GGINS
WITH THE SMALL
'=- ACRIFICE -
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LEDGER & TTMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
POLICE

SUSPECT

a...Safe Driving Tips Offered Teeners

ti/
n — lh ciea aho ra del a
atm house 'near here left 1.‘,
arago Mns for six y.un,t er cinekens they 5tic.a cc
r,pi:ted t day.

By EVERETT R. IRWIN
ai experience and attitude.
t•nited Press International
Their sale-driVing tip — and
— "Chicken many others — is offered in a
ut %hen common sense tells you new booklet written by the
Na'• Dine to give in. Never mind :lanai Sanely Council and diso
Jake's.- right. Be smart — stay. oibuted by the Standard Oil
live."
Company of ilndianal and its
That's the advice to teen-agers market.ng affiliates, the Amernom professional drivers — the ican Oil Company and the Utah
state patrolman, the test track - Oil Refining Company.
dr:ver, the trucker — who have : The Safety Council calls the
found that safe driving is a mat- booklet "One of the most impala
•

CHECKED

FOR SPRING

Cheeks form the most important
pilaric design for spring. There's
great variation in size and color.
Pr.,minent ore black, brown, red
r n.rvy with white.
— --

dial
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ulo
rai
I hi
me
tie

'DAY — M.:.RCH 23, 1959
MO*,

ROOSTERS

to.t
oik.a.t.00
ever
made."
"We want to do everything we
can to reduce the traffic toll, and
this is one way we can help,"
said Frank 0. Prior, board chairman of Standard Oil.
The booklet says teen-agers are
involved in twice as many fatal
accidents for the number of miles
they dnive .as matutiStS over 25
years of age. It adds that teen-

have received driver
ae -a ,.
education don't have half as many
accidents as those who haven't.
Here aie the tips:
—Don't show off or ,clown behind the wheel.

FREER

EDUCATION

EAST LANSING, Mich. IUPI
classroom with no textbook"
and na examinations might be one
way to stimulate the creative
thinking of gifted children, says
Dr. C. Grattan Kemp, Michigan
State University researcher.
Kemp feels many gifted children are stifled by a "rigid" caw.
room environment,

—Have guts enough behind the
wheel to chicken out when common sense tells you WS time to
A new pistol employs a triangugive in. Never mind who's right.
lar phonic cartridge.
Be smart •-- stay alive!

Ea

•

GET BEHIND

No

PARTY FOR NEXT HUSBAND AT EX-HUSBAND'S HOTEL—Wearing diamonds. Zsa 7-sa Gabor breezed into Washington
and
gave a party at one of her ex-husbands' hotels fur her
next
husband
She and her fourth husband-to-be. California
builder Hai Ii. s. talk with hostess Perle Mesta at party
at the Steller-Hilton, owned by
No. 2, Conrad Hilton.
1
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h;tab o u se

`-eaning Tower
May Go Too Far
i

Italy
UPI
— Is the
Tower of Pisa going to
tarplean-,Aed if 53, what can be
By MERRIMAN SMITH
na
.about at?
UPI White House Reporter
'
,tone experts predict that the
\nli's:CITON iUPI —Bock 170-foot tower. bull!
atmost 800
• 'le Wh te H_u=e:
verrs ago. will fall over anywhere
P-.• .o •-• Eiaaniaamion'a,
.oiii SB T
3.14.1 years rrorr, noa
1 st Gotyaburg can :ok f „irwarci on tase earaething
done.
warmer weather with lees-anTheir predictions are based on
n' ynaae than many other bovine the fact that the
white marble
.creatures The Chef Executive structure has been
leanir.g at an
has run a network cf tiny elac-, a7arming rate in
recent years.
Inc %%Ores a.und the interior of Now 17 feet.
21-, inches out of
a nEw barn and the system is plumb. it has tilted 81O inches
. designed
d.acourage the prea- since 1910 — about twice the rate
erce f flies.
of the preceding 80 years. In 1958.
Fly lights ,m the wire-dead it leaned 04n of an inch. greatest
fly Scaner :r later the flier get .n any recorded year.
, the idea and depart for m 're . All agree that the lean is due to
convention
barns where self- the smot, water-permeated ground
respectrag flies can buzz with, under its base in the Piazza dei
aband. n without fear of , death in' al:recoil. In fact, the tower started
the
"
'" 'leaning right nt the start — haelt
The other day. when the Poesir in 1174 A D after building the
dent attznded and spate at out-. first ,Uwee. storiee,
oto-aretii•doae-oeeremonies here hatior'.ng tents. Bonanro and
Ouleielmfa
Sin' n
'..var the South Amen- gave.-up in disgust. Two hundred
can liberanir. rf 20, or more dig- tante!, 1:rter. rnother archOecit finraei
the ypeakers' plat- ished the job. He tried to ear• f -,em. FOrenb we Was the atty.
th" sIrrt by aniline the last
one Woh at, a taproat
f.ve floors peepeniicu'ar to the
-kv
,vrrc,,7. a
rht tar- bat "bey leered too.
beers
c•
y pn
Plat G•avanni Briaga. a Rome
ng
+rah
'he temor•••ature
was engineer. is one f those advOca5 rroaoheie. 3r 1•13-2 59
Yet ;he tng arairic action — and right
Pre ano-• -n-ek
ut for 25 away. He proposes that the tower
in notes vOtin at a e-at ro.r did be dirmartled and that a thick
he put an Ms hat until the pro- concrete slab be sunk 40 feet into
gram was aver. He looked cold. the ground, over which the structure would be reassembled He
Eisentt,,wer takes no sUch alai- estimates that it would take five
e3'. attitude early in the morn- years and cost about 89.000.000.
ing when he emerges from a
Another proposal is, for pumplarenkfnO eanference 0 rease noth ing out acme of the sand about
. mien' far pictures on the the base, on the far side of the
thadtd n - rth pntic f thie White lean, thus enabl re the tower to
House.
Abet bock to a vertical position by
'The
ident usiii:y walks- Itself
out an the 'tens rat.; -hat and
But the "r sanos." the town
c-.-at. but atser thiro tono vraphers 1--H•
who shmer.d gar thora daily
snap I pict"s, r
he begs bread on thr groat curiosity of
r.ff and herr r , hack .nO.de
"ouriets in the. leaning t_wer. are
The other --ot-±st,aa4 to faarful of :my meddling They
ihe cam:mann -1. ..Y u fellows
aoitit
that injections of con- ,
have on hat,. Out
r.'t want ; crete to rtiffen the soil and all
my old bald heal -• , freeze.", tha other
measures taken to date. ,
hive not helped one bit. Further.
Army ?new/. _f Maj_ J-hn S. they
ray accurate rec- rets have
E.senh met. the threodenes son,
only been kert since 1910 — not
he ia n - nce,n:y pa - ned be- long
ertivah to establish a basis
hind the retiree when he reads for
1:31a1i^/ peed:et:ans.
or hears erlticion of his
assignThey believr the tower has now
Mee'. at the Whte H io'e as
assistant to Brie (,en Andrew 1 attained a k.ild of "suspended
Candi toter the WhOe HTtaseataff baleace" which will last aidefin.teiy end that any kird of tamsecretary.
penal( wi I
mean its doom.
One officer wha has lonasion.. Jnhi qnce' hs&vie as a Wcss
Print-F.2de* says "He didn't seal,
out :hi!. job by any means." P^other -eastern° revere: grade. *lane
young Eirenianver
has this
op'..nienn -The WhIe House ex,
perienee rhould make him a better rff,cer N e many majorx,
or
for that marer. rot many
generals evil. get a 'Tony inride
view
of just haw much e
%align eff rt
isoesaint': • the r."!`f:ration at a military arta r.lzatian:

Who Was First
Aerial Cameraman?
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Boston
-- When was the
Erse picture taken in America
from'the air?
A recent isitue of the magazine.
Flying., identified one Flashlight
Lawrence as the 'fire aerial photographer" The m.,gazine, sa id
that, using balloona, totes and Ingenuity, Lawrence obtained the
first' air picture in 1906 The sub.
ject- the San Francisco - earthquake area.
But Edward Rowe Snpw. the
New England Marine historian.
disputes this He says that he has,
found in the Boat-on Athenaem
aeral photograph taken by one
' nlack from a balkain over
nostori in Oct. 13, 1860.
Ph-' aa,
1860 ment the
uae ,4
o -.tea. which In thilt
John Sailing
case had to be nrrnared high in
LEFT—Death
of John SailONE
the sky a fewlaaaments before the
ing at 112 in Kingsport. Tenn,
actual picture rout& he ls•ernpte,i
leaves
only one Civil war vetCurnans were
Ie the baleran left alive. He is Walter
aorn so Black. • culd work on tha
Williams,
116, Houston, Tex.
t•I
.r. dorknfig
Williams is blind and bedridBy th- time the balloon raached
den. Both Sailing and Williams
1,2n0 feet. Black was able to I
ep_._
yzers in the Confederate army.
take six pactures
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Don't Miss This Great Opportunity To Elect
Kentucky's First Governor From The First District
Vote For A True Native Son Tuesday, May 26 ,
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